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DEFERRED ARTICLES.
From the National Intelligencer.
Extraordinary Circumstance.—On Monday
of last week, the hands employedin the quar
The foreign intelligence received at New
of a
ry ofI IVir.
Mr. xiermau
Herman iuyuautvci,
Lydacker, suuuieu
situated under
uuuci I , The
. . First
7 Fruit.—,A. , circumstance
...
York by the Troy, derives some interest from
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY MORNING, BY
...num
nf
mnnntainq
hplnw
Slaiiah!
shocking
character,
which
was
within
a
secthe 1 \ ’
T andinff5 in this countv were alarmed On(l of time of resulting in the perpetration of the prospects which appear to be unfolded
J AMES K. REMICH.
ter
s Landing,
in this I “ocSing from a fe a most bloody tragedy,Occurred in this cityj by passing events in Europe, h seems that
ity ’?heTry
of murde!
Office on the Main-Street,—opposite the Meeting- House.
by uie cry ui inurocr ; urwcvumg num « iv->
.<
.
.
.
- ,
male voice, but were totally unable to discov- two mghts ago which, Vtewmg it as one of; the naval forces of France and England arb
TERMS OF THE GAZETTE AND PALLADIUM.
Two dollars per annum, if paid within the year.
ekthe source from whence it came.¡7 At the i, tbe
the effects of
of the fanatical spirit of the day,
day, !i to be united on the coast of Spain, and thbt
Interest will be charged on all subscriptions which
same moment the crew ofthe sloop Henry I «nd one of the immediate fruits of the mcen- an auxiliary army is to be despatched to the
remain unpaid at the expiration of the year.—No
publications with which this city and seat of war, under the auspices ofthe French
Edward, which was passing down the river, !j diary
’
paper discontinued, except at the option of the pub
¡pended
at
the
side
ofthe
1
the
whole
slave-holding portion of the coun- government. These circumstances indicate:
lisher, until all arrearages are paid.
saw something susj.................................
The publisher does not hold himself responsible fbr
’
With
!
try
have
been
lately inundated, we have con- a disposition on the part of both to take a
mountain resembling a female form,
ftny error in any advertisement beyond the amount
-•
■
eluded
it
to
be
ohr duty to make public. On more active part in the controversy, than
commendable promptitude they immediately , J
teharged for its insertion.
Tuesday
night
last, an attempt was made on was exhibited at the time when the call for
put about, dropped anchor, and jumping into j
life of Mrs. Thornton, of this city, (the their intervention was made by the Spanish
the small boat, rowed to the shore. On arri- the
1
MISCELLANEO.US
respected widow of the late Dr. Thorn cabinet.—There is reason to believe, on the
ving at the foot of the mountain, they found much
!
other hand, that this active intervention will
A (( Kentucky Story.
writer in * the it to be a young girl, (aged about 16,) hanging ’ton, superintendent ofthe patent office,) by a not be patiently witnessed by the Northern
EXCELLENCE OF INDUSTRY.
]United States Telegraph gives the following by one foot in a cedar bush, about one him- young
negro
man,
her
slave,
which
from
the
.
expressions he used, was evidently induced powers, and that their aid will, in one form
The excellency of industry may be illus
as a story which he heard from an old Ken dred feet from the base, and sixty feet from 1by reading the inflammatory publications re or another, be afforded to Don Carlos. In
trated by contrasting it with indolence.
the top of the perpendicular rock. To reach
tuckian :
ferred to above.
About half past 1 o’clock that event the controversy would assume an
There is no person more truly unhappy,
Myself and some three or four other gen her from the bottom was impossible, and pro in the dead of night, Mrs. T’s. chamber, in importance very different from that which it
viding themselves with a rope, they hastened ,
than one who is given up to indolence.—
tlemen visited a pidgeon roost, and carried around to the top, from which they lowered ; which slept herself, her aged mother, and a has exhibited hitherto. At present, the cause
Whether rich or poor, he is a wretch who is
of Don Carlos has sustained a serious Joss in
with us the old hunter for a pilot. Upon it. The unfortunate girl was yet able to fix woman servant, was entered by a negro, who
the death of Zumalacarreguy, a bold and en
Xvedded to indolence. It was the design of
our arrival, the old hunter cautioned us to it around her waist, and by this means was had obtained access to it by forcing the outer ergetic officer, of talent far superior to that
Him who made us, that we should be active, be cMeful where and how we fastened our drawn from her perilous situation, and res door. He approached the bed of Mrs. T.
and he has always laid happiness in the horses, for, said he, “ I visited this place cued from impending and almost certain with an uplifted axe. She was, fortunately, of any other leader who has thus far been
wakened by his step, and still more fortunate employed on either side.—Boston D. Adv.
paths of effort and exertion. He, then, who some two or three years since, in company death.
ly
the negro woman, the mother ofthe man,
travels in the ways of indolence in search with six other gentlemen ; we all had large,
She proved to be Miss Phebe Wells, a
The English abolitionists are making ati
of happiness, always misses it. He is like fine, fat horses; when we arrived, I hunted niece of Mr. Benedict "Wells, who had left his was also awake. As he approached the bed effort to Intercept the payment ofthe twenty
of her mistress, the latter sprung up, seized
residence
without
the
knowledge
of
his
fami

a lazy fellow whom I once knew, who sat for some time for a suitable place to fasten
ly, with a view of going to New York to see and held him, while Mrs. T. escaped from millions sterling to the slave holders of the
waiting at a woodchuck’s burrow a whole
our horses ; at last I found a beautiful grove her friends. Unacquainted with the passage the room, rushed to the door of the next house, British colonies, because some fancied acts of
day, expecting the animal to come out and of hickory grubs, to one of which I hitched
of the mountains, it is supposed she was una-!• the residence of Dr. Hunt, who she roused by oppression have been committed by them
towards the negro apprentices.
be caught
:/ but the brute was the wiser of
o
my horse securely, and the balance of the ware of the danger until she found herself j: her cries. On reaching the entry of Mrs. T’s.
„ being :‘ house, Dr. H. found that the mother of the
the two, and went out by another way.
rock
company coming up, hitched theirs to grubs descending the precipice, andwthe
A singular library exists at Warsenstein/
-k. J|l..)ly
Indolence may get to be a disease, A
perpendicular, the fall could
onl have ! ne8ro had succeeded in forcing him out at
nearby. We were then satisfied, having nearly
near Cassel, the books composing it, or rather
been broken by the slight shrubbery which the door and locked it.
man dressed in rags, haggard, and marked
hitched our horses to the best possible fas
- •
—
•• • ■
Finding, however, that but one person had the substitutes for them, being made of wood,
with misery, once approached a rich man, tening. We left them and went about di projects from the side of the cliff, until, luck
come
to the assistance of the family, he en and every one of them is a specimen of some
ily for her, she struck the cedar bush, in
and begged fora few pence. “ But why do
verting ourselves killing pidgeons and ex- which her foot fortunately caught.—Her situ deavored again to force an entrance with his different tree. The back is formed of itg
you beg ?” said the rich man. “ I am af
aming their roosts, until morning. When ation here may be imagined—it cannot be ! axe, and ferociously continued his effort, not bark, and the sides are constructed of polish
flicted with a disease,” said the beggar, we returned for our horses they had disap described : hanging by one foot to a slender i withstanding the party had been strengthen ed pieces of the same stock. When put to
ed by the presence of a gentleman, who resi gether the whole forms a box ; and inside of*
“ and shame prevents my naming it to you.”
peared, and with them all that beautiful bush, and.a yavyning gulf of rocks and stones
<c Let us step aside,” said the rich man, little grove of hickory grubs. We could not one hundred feet below—unable to extricate ded with Dr. Hunt, and who had also been it are stored the fruit, seed and leaves, togeth
er with the moss which grows on the trunks
and tell me your disease ; if it is in my be mistaken in the place, the ground was herself, and for aught she knew, far beyond roused by Mrs. T’s. cries for help—and it was and the insects which feed upon the tree; ev
not
until
after
the
arrival
of
two
constables,
power, I «ill relieve you.” They stepped verv rich and loose, and we could trace our the reach of human call. It is not at all
and hearing their voices as they entered the ery volume corresponds in size, and the col
nside, the pauper opened his robe. But the horses to the very spot where we left them probable that in five hundred thousand cases, passage in front, that he desisted and fled. lection altogether has an excellent effect.
one
could
have
passed
the
cliff
she
did,
and
rich man could discover no evidence of dis and no further ; and they could not have
not have been dashed to pieces long before, Had they approached the house by the rear,
From Para.—Capt. Richards of the Balti
ease. “ Listen,” said the beggar. “ My
walked off without our being able to trace reaching the bottom. She was not material the negro would have been arrested ; but, as
disease does not show itself on the skin—it them. This strange disappearance ofthe ly injured, and was conveyed to her friends it was,' he escaped and has not yet been ap more, arrived at this port yesterday, informs
lurks in my bones—it infects my blood— horses and the hickory grubs somewhat in New York by the sloop Henry Edward, prehended. During the whole time that he us that the expedition, so long expected from
reigns over my nerves and sinews—it re stumped us, and we, after a long consulta the captain and crew of which are entitled to was endeavoring to force a second entrance Rio Janeiro, arrived at Para, 22d June, with
a new President for that province, and he
strains my efforts—it paralyzes my body tion, all came to the conclusion that our the highest commendations fortheir prompti into the house, he was venting the most fero having corresponded with Vinagre immedi
cious threats, and uttering a tissue of jargon,
and mind—it makes me weak, imbecile, horses, grubs, and all, had taken wing and tude and humanity.—North River Times.
much of which was a literal repetition of the ately on his arrival, the latter finally consent
useless—it makes me a wretch—it makes flown away with the pidgeons, and had just
language addressed to the negroes by the in ed to give up the Presidency. Consequently,
Interesting Fact.—Gen. Harrison, says the cendiary publications above referred to. Be on the 25th, the legal President disembarked,,
me what you now see me, a beggar !”—
given up all search and hope of ever recov
“ What is this horrid disease ?” said the ering them, and were about to start off on . Cincinnati Whig, in the course ol his speech lieving that his bloody purpose was in part, at and was saluted by the English, French and
delivered at Lafayette, Indiana, during his i
rich man. “ It is indolence !” said the foot for home, when I heard a shaking of late visit to that place, made the following re-J least, if not altogether, the effect of those pub Portuguese vessels of war. On the 26th he
lications, and that such deeds must be the was installed, with the usual ceremonies, and
pauper.
leaves overhead ; I looked up, and to our marks,, by which we are put in possession of natural consequence of their dissemination, on the day following, Vinagre delivered up
And thus while indolence brings disease infinite surprise and satisfaction, there hung a very interesting fact.
we have concluded, not, however, without the fortified points, making his soldiers at the
and misery, industry brings health.
“ I all our horses, in the very top of one of the
“ The idea was a happy one, expressed by some hesitation, to make the occurrence pub same time lay down their arms.
pray you,” said a poor man who was starv tallest hickory trees to be found in the a citizen of our own country, in his address lic, as well for the information of our north
Every thing was accomplished without dis
ing, to one. who was fat and bloated with‘ woods.” He said that the pidgeons had to the veteran Lafayette, “ that he had seen ern fellow citizens at large, as for that of the order. Quietness is now restored, and busi
posterity.”
That
good fortune said
indulgence, il I pray you give me somei settled so thickly upon the tree, that they ‘Gen H. was his. It would seem almost in fanatics themselves, who may not be aware ness begins to resume its wonted activity*
several craft having already arrived from the
bread, for rny hunger is past endurance.” had bent the top to the ground, the branch credible that the speaker had at one time of the tendency of their labors.
interior with produce.—Salem Gazette.
I would give all my wealth,” said the vo es of which they had mistaken for hickory been the sole representative in the councils of
from
Mississippi.
—
The
Jackson
Mississip

luptuary, “ for your good appetite.” The grubs, and hitched their horses to them. In the nation of the territory which now forms
Insurrection at Venezuela.—Letters dated
pian of a late date makes the following re
beggar, then, has the advantage of a man; the morning the pidgeons had flown away | Ohio, Indiana, Illinois and Michigan—nay,
marks in regard to the recent excitement and at St. Thomas, received in Philadelphia, in
more,
that
he
had
once
been
the
ch
ief
Exec

who, in the midst of abundance, has lost thef and eased the tree of its burthen, when it
form us that Vargas, the President of Vene
actual state of affairs in that State.
power of enjoying it.
And the idle man rose up easily with its seven large horses. utive officer of the region last named with
zuela, had arrived at St. Thomas from Lat
“
Much
more,
in
our
humble
opinion,
has
loses this power, while the industrious have He said “ that the bridles were all new, the addition of Missouri and Arkansas—of a been said in the newspapers about a contem Guayra—that on the night of the 6th July,
territory extending from the warm climate
their perceptions quickened and their capa and ofthe strongest and best leather, they where sugar and cotton are produced, to the plated insurrection amongst the negroes in the troops, instigated by their officers, revolt
ed, attacked the President’s house in Carracities enlargedj by their course of life.
sent off for an axe, cut the tree down (by cold country of the North where corn will Mississippi, than was necessary. It has been
represented as embracing a great extent of cas, threatened his life, and finally sent him
Goodrich’s Address.
scarcely
grow.
”
degrees of course) and recovered all their
country, and involving a great portion of our under a guard to La Guayra, and put him
horses in perfect safety, not the least in
slave population. A stranger would suppose and the Vice President on board sch. Aurora,
Cooking by Gas.—This new applica jured, only, that the neck of each was
An Interesting Case.—The British brig from a perusal of the published accounts, bound to Saint Thomas. Gen. Marino if?
tion of Gas seems to us of great promise, stretched about a foot longer than usual,” Gov. Temple arrived here a few days since that the whole white population of the State supposed to be the leader of the insurrection*
for economy, comfort and salety. We had We took care not to fasten our horses to I from Demerara, bound to the river Gambia, had narrowly escaped massacre and death, and it appears to have been sometime in
in Africa. She put in here to procure some by the rising of savage and infuriated blacks. progress.—N. Y. Mer.
beard nothing of it until a few evenings ago, hickory grubs, so that when we returned
articles for her cargo. She is chartered by
-on the invitation of Mr. L. Suydafti, Presi for them we found them all safe on terra upwards of twenty natives of Africa, and We live in an adjoining county to that where
United States and Russia.—The Globe of
the plot was first discovered, and are convin
dent of the Manhattan Gas Works, we had firma.
their descendants, who were sold some twen- ced from all we can learn, that not one negro Wednesday contains the following article
an opportunity, at his house, both of seeing
’y °r thirty yeiirs ago _ as slaves in the Qol- in ev
Sve hunllrMI
or, or
or “ It will be recollected that a Convention was
every five
hundred ever
ever areameo
dreamed of,
jn
s].
t
c011nected with concluded between the United States and
lhe process of cooking, and veritying the
During the progress of some recent re onyof Demerara, and have s,nee purchased
.
(.ongfined p,.incipa||y to a single
fact that what was thus cooked, war. “ well pairs at the theatre of Valenciennes the fol their freedom, chartered this vessel, and ate it.
'It was confined principally to a single Russia in April, 1824, regulating various mat
on their return to their nauve and to s end
hood nn(|
on foot and ori inated
done,” even though not 11 quickly done. ’
neighborhood, and set on foot and originated ters connected with the commerce and navi
lowing extraordinary discovery was made :
few d
ded and iawless white men. gation of the two nations on the northwest
The apparatus is of great simplicity. A A cannon ball, thrown from the Imperial the remamderofthe.r days.-rhey a e ne^
ly all related to each other, and embiace both, * negroes generally had nothing to do coast of America. By the 4th article it was
•circular or elliptical burner ol such dimen Austrian Batteries during the seige of 1793, sexes, from childhood to theage of seventy. I w.th .^8
8° te9timony ha9 bee„ py0.
lltJLII VIIIIUIJUVU
w
------- --------- J
1
sions as may be needed—in a large family fell upon the roof of the theatre, and lodged All appear well dressed, comfortable and in- du,.ed ,S(. t in one or t^,0 Ileighborbo'ods, stipulated that the ships of both nations might,
during a term of ten years, frequent, without
several of different dimensions would be re in the ceiling of the audience part of the dustrious
dustnous ; some of them are mechanics, such from
•
’
»the inference can be
Hp dmvn.
which
drawn, that
that hindrance, the interior seas, gulfs, harbors
quired—is constructed, pierced with numer building, where it was sustained by two laths. as cabinet makers, coopers, &c., and have it was any thing more than a neighborhood and creeks of each nation on that coast, fbf
ous and very small apertures, so that all the —Thus for forty-two years has this mass of besides earning a stipulated sum for their
the purpose of fishing and trading with tfie
affair.”
gas that passes may certainly be consumed. iron remained suspended, like the sword of masters, earned a sufficiency to pay for their
natives of the country.—The ten years ex
In the centre of the' circle, is a permanent Damocles, over the frequenters of the pit, freedom. One of them paid thirteen hun
pired in April, 1834 ; and we understand that
Nunneries.
—
A
letter
from
Pittsburgh
men

dred for himself, wife and two children ; an
formal notice has been given by the Govern
perpendicular spit, on which the joint to be ready to fall upon their heads had any acci
tions
that
considerable
excitement
exists
in
other five hundred dollars for himself ; and
or ofthe Russian Colonies, to the masters of
reference
to
the
convent
located
near
that
roasted is impaled, a sheet iron funnel-sha dent deprived it of its frail support.
others in like proportion. They all appear
the American ships then trading there, that
ped chimney, large enough at the bottom to
happy and anxious to get back to their na city, which has recently been abandoned, and they could no longer claim, under the Con
the
property
sold.
—
The
nuns,
30
in
number,
include the lights, and tapering upwards so
The N. Y. Jeffersonian says: il Why tive shore.
vention, the right of landing at all the landing
as to concentrate and reflect the heat, is then do the Whigs attack the deceased lady of
It is a subject of no small interest, and one were about removing to Michigan. Many places, without distinction, belonging to Rus
rumors
were
afloat
as
to
the
causes
of
their
placed over the whole, and the cook may Col. Johnson ? At the worst she had but that must cause the mind of every beholder removal. In the Buffalo Whig of the 29th sia on that coast. Those interested in the
trade wdl not fail to observe that, under the
go about any other business, for the next a single stain upon her reputation.” True to reflect, on seeing a group of Africans, who ult. we find the following :—
were stolen from their homes, transported in
2d article of the Convention, it is necessary
‘two or three hours, fully assured on coming —and she had but one stain upon her body ;
W
hat Next ? A statement appears in
a slave-ship, sold, and served thirty years in
¿back at the end of that time, ol finding the but that covered it from head to foot. a foreign land, and who by their industry, the Cleaveland Whig, of the 24th inst. of a for all American vessels, resorting to any
point on that coast, where there is a Russian
ti The same paper exclaims; “ What if the have acquired a sum sufficient to purchase most astonishing character. It is, that at the
'meatt well cooked. But this is not all.
all
establishment, to obtain the permission of th®
Pittsburgh
nunnery,
a
parent
recently
called
chimney
'ver Ithe funnel shaped
,
_ is .placed a Colonel is guilty ? His family are as inno their freedom, charter a vessel, and return
Governor or Commander.”
to
see
his
daughter,
and
was
refused
admit

home. All the older ones still hold to the
"large tin vessel divided horizontally into two cent as lambs ?” True—and ns woolly.
tance. He therefore rallied some friends to
religion
they
were
educated
in,
that
of
the
Louisville Journal.
'compartments—the lower one serving as a
Land Speculations.—The mania in this way
assist him, and on accomplishing his entrance
Mahometan faith, and all on board except
kettle to boil water, the upper a vessel in
found his daughter a mother I She among which has lately visited the .Northern States*
Repartee.—An elderly gentleman travel one (the Captain) are blacks.—JV. Y. D. Adv. many others, had been sent there to be edu and particularly Maine, has extended td pur
which to boil meats or vegetables, and the
same fire and the same time required for ling in a stage-coach was amused by the
cated ; and it is added that “ several of the chases of the territory on the proposed Rail
[From the Essex Gazette.]
other young ladies were in a very delicate sit way to Portland, as* well as to some parts of
roasting, will also suffice for boiling the wa constant fire of words kept up between two
Recipe Jor the destruction of bed bugs.—
ter, and cooking the vegetables.
The cost ladies. One of them at last kindly inquired Take a quarter of a pound of red pepper, one uation !” But worse still. We quote : “ on this Province. We learn that two large sales
of lands in the neighborhood of Lake Temisfor fuel of such a fire, as we saw, by which if their conversation did not make his head ounce of assafoetida, this to be simmered in a searching the secret subterranean recesses of conta have just taken place in Quebec ;• one
the priest’s seraglio, many dead infants were
ache,
when
he
answered
with
a
great
deal
a 12lb. piece was roasting, was stated by
pint of water, then to be bottled, and used as found entombed within them, to the utter of them at half a dollar aQ acre, for which
the superintendent, Mr. Barlow, at two of naivete—1 No ma’am, 1 have been mar circumstances would dictate. The method of horror and astonishment of the beholder 1”
something like £8000 was paid m cash. The
applying the same, is by the use of a feather.
cents an hour—or six cents for the whole ried 28 years?
object seems to be to secure the timber, or
It is a fact becoming too notorious to be speculate on a rise of prices.
If a larger quantity should be required then
period for cooking dinner—add to this the
longer
unnoticed
in
the
public
journals,
that
There has been discovered in the family mix in proportion.
further economical advantage, that you on
This has been used in my family for a numerous copies of the prospectus of the Eily light your fire when you want it, and ex ofthe Hubbards, of Boston, an original like
Captain Read.—The Washington Sun of
long
time, and on once applying, I never tra Globe itself, and of the Globe newspaper,
tinguish it the moment it has fulfilled its ness of Doctor B. Franklin, taken about the knew it to fail of driving these nightly ma containing the grossest calumnies against Wednesday, says—The Naval Court Martial,
which sat in Baltimore on the trial of CapU
purpose, and we have a strong argument on 25th year of the philosopher’s age.
Judge White and some of his most distin
rauders from their quarters.
J. D. S.
Read, forwarded their sentence to the Presi
guished friends, have been sent to many of
the score of cheapness.
dent of the United States, by whom it has
To stop bleeding from a cut.—Take a
It is obvious that any number of these
A block of three brick houses was last the prominent citizens of this Congressional been approved, and will be to-morrow offi
piece
of
dried
bladder,
wet
it
with
the
blood
District,
as
well
"as
other
parts
of
the
State,
week removed entire, eleven feet, in Balti
burners may be arranged—all to be sup
cially promulgated by the Secretary of the
more, by means of screws. They moved under the frank oj the President ! It is not Navy. It is suspension from the service for
plied by one main leader—and as the cost and cover the cut.
upon beams greased like the ways of a ship. albne to the old friends of General Jackson one year.
of these fixtures is small, and only the gas
A large three-story brick house was lifted, that these documents are sent, but to many
actually used is paid for, it would be expe As no roads are so rough as those that have
recently, in New York, by screws, seven feet persons with whom, we believe, he has no ac
just
been
mended,
so
no
sinners
are
so
intol

All aback /—Judge Edwards has set asido
dient always to have several of them.
quaintance. Hence we infer that lists of
perpendicularly.
Of course the value of this new applica erant as those that have just turned saints.
names are sent on by Mr. Van Buren s friends the verdict of the Jury given in the suit of
Barnard against Gaul, or rather his wife that
tion of gas depends upon proper care in the
A steamboat, constructed of iron, has been in this State, to some person or persons in
The “ spoils of the victory” from the launched at Lyons—her model said to be Washington, who possess the means of ob should have been. Miss Mary Power, in which
use of the apparatus, and on the part of the
the plaintiff was awarded a thousand dollars
company, in the preparation and purifica great bear hunt near Middlebury, Vt. were : beautiful—and with all her machinery, &c. taining the President’s frank, and who hope damages. The Judge quashed the verdict,,
to
influence,
and
probably
change
the
opin

6
wolves,
12
bears,
3
catamounts,
14
wild
on
board,
her
draught
of
water
is
only
16
or
tion of the gas. As to the first, the whole
ions of those to whom these documents are as in his opinion both against law and evi
thing is so simple, that except through wil- cats, 2 deer, 30 foxes, 5 hedgehogs, 15 rab 18 inches. She is intended for the transpor addressed;, by its use.—Nashville Republican* dence. So this affair is to be again tried.
tation of merchandize.
fulness there could be no mistake, and as to bits, 4 woodchucks! !

Hcnndjunft
AND MAINE PALLADIUM,

the purification of the gas, the interest of the
company would be so great in seeing to
that, as upon its freedom from smell and
brightness in burning, its general use would
essentially depend — that little need be apprehended on that score.
Upon the whole we confess ourselves amazingly taken with this kind of fuel—and
recommend to our friends to ascertain, at
the works of the Manhattan Gas Company,
the cost, and the advantages particularly in
hot weather, of such kitchen fires.
N. Y. American.
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RIOTS AT WASHINGTON.
The mobocratic spirit has burst forth even
t T T------ A------ "u---- 1--------- 1------- ; ~ ~
---------- t.---------- Tr—Capital of our Union. The Slave quesLate from France.-liy the packet ship
The Riot in Baltimore.—It appears from tion
cause. Great
a-
tion is
is here
here the
the moving
moving cause.
Great a<m
agita
Formosa, which has arrived at New York our latest accounts from Baltimore, which tion
tion and
and excitement
excitement had
had prevailed
prevailed among
amon*the
the
from Havre, we have Paris papers to July 7.! are to midnight on Monday night, that there peop|e for severa| days occasioned by reports
They contain Madrid dates to June 30. The ; had been no further disorders on that day or of intended ne^ro insurrections the arrest of
Queen had accepted the resignation of Gen.! night, and that the measures which had been one
one or
or two
two white
white persons
persons charged
charged with
with circucircuValdez, as commander in chief of the army ; taken to prevent the recurrence of the scenes ]ating incendiary pamphlets, &c.. On
TuesTues-
of the reserve, and has appointed Gen. Saars- j of violence, which had beqn witnessed on the day night, a menacing assemblage On
surround

Dreadful Fire at New York.-One of the ’
NOMINATION FOR GOVERNOR,
most destructive fires that ever occurred at! We invite attention to the nominations
New York, broke out op Wednesday morn- made by the Cumberland County Conven
ing. It commenced in Fulton street, and ex- tion. They recommend Gen, King for Chief
tended to Ann and Nassau, destroying thirty Magistrate "of the State. This nomination is
or forty valuable stores and dwelling houses, in accordance with public sentiment generaland consuming property estimated at over ly so far as we have heard it expressed. Gen,
two millions of dollars.
i King was the first Governor of this State, and
Twenty-one ofthe finest printing-offices in although we were not here at the time we
field General in^chief of the army of the two preceding nights, were likely to prove ed the ci’ty PnSonhent upon administering town, eleven binderies, including thirteen ! have always beard it remarked that he made
•
.
/
.
Illg publishing establishments of newspapers— i an excellent Governor.
He has the reputaNorth, and Vice Roy, and Captain
r-.......;. General
n__„i I effectual, lhe fo||0Wing extracts present a “‘ Lynch
Lynch’’ss Law
Law”” upon
upon one
one of
of the
the persons
persons arar°-i five of which were large and eight penny pa- tion, and well deserves it, of being a man
of Navarre.—Boston Patriot.
|
whlch have rested, said to be a brother of Miss Prudence!
pers, have been among the property destroy- ' of great energy, decision and intellectual
The Journal
du Havre of the 8th
occurred.
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authoriCrandall,-of Connecticut. The civil authori
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( strength, just such a man as we want to take
the following. We find nothing of a like im- j [From the Baltimore Chronicle of 11th instant.] ties, however, succeeded in frustratimr their I
I here were three churches in constant the lead in making the State what it ought to
nnrt in
Poria papers of the ™
/1 1 H CT day.
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port
in tna
the Paris
preceding
Jt is our
painful
duty *to-------resume
the narra- design.
danger—the Christ Church, in Ann-street, be. He is in favor of internal improvements
“ A very unexpected piece of intelligence ¡five of destruction in our city,
' . There being
On Wednesday the excitement had in
se!» einer.
has been circulating this morning. The Duke ; no opposition from the police a large con- creased, and a number of free negroes were the Upper Dutch, corner of Ann and William by the Slate, but he is no visionary schemer,
goJ
de Bordeaux is dead. I have not been able ' course collected in Monument square, at an > found to be the objects to which the atten- streets, and the Dutch Reformed, corner of He will waste nothing on chimeras but- O
Ann and Nassau.
..’ih' works
-.... ’ - of utility,
.............
¡forth with
u like a strong
to verify these tidings, but I know that letters ‘ early hour on Sunday night, and proceeded ; tion of the mob was directed.
A body of
There has not been
a fire in
thirty
armed.'” Had his advice been taken 15
.... such
---------------------J ’i man armed.
from the north, dated the 24th Ult. Speak of; to break open Mr. Johnson’s house, and to •' armed citizens assembled at the call of Gen.
l— engines
- f_____
___________
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The
collected
as early
as years ago, and the public lands been purchasthe young Henry as being at that time in i destroy his furniture, library rind other con- ¡Jones, to preserve the peace of the city ; but five years. T
could be expected,
considering the
hour ni
of <ed<< of
Massachusetts, mimic
Maine would
pec.o.., CuuDiudnj,
U1C nvui
(n xunsBriuiiusciis,
wuuid now have
good health. Still, a telegraphic despatch I tents. These were thrown into the street | jn jhe course of the-evening and night, (says ! the
night. But there seemed an apathy
. in
. i.been richer
. .
.
...
than
she
is by many millions.
may have brought much later news, and the ! and burned. The marble portico, doors, win-[ the National Intelligencer,) disorders took*
believing ..
his.; Qeih King is known very well as "one of the
...a occupiers, each
.....
extraordinary rise of the funds this day, leads j dows and other woo’d work of the house were ; place at three or four points, in the demoli- i the owners and
to the belief that some important intelligence I demolished. 3 he houses of John B. Morris,! tion of some small wooden tenements occu- ' building was fire proof and safe ; therefore first men, if not the very first in the ranks of
the republican party in this State, both before
has been received.”
I Evan T. Ellicott, and the Mayor, were then ’ pied by free negroes, as dwellings or as I the loss was immense.
The New York Star of Wednesday eve and since the separation. He supported Mr.
visited, and the furniture destroyed. 1 he ! schools, and the breaking the windows of one 1 ning says
“ At least 500 girls employed in
Later from France.—Thv ship Orleans has I hardware store of Capt. Willey was also at- of their houses of worship.
The scenes of' binderies, and the shawl business, have been ! Crawford for the Presidency, and there we
arrived at New York from Havre, bringing tacked and many of the articles broken or ' the disorders were all of them remote from !thrown
........
,,CIJ em-) think he was wrong, but it was only a prefer
out of employ, and also 500 men,
ence of men.
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we i citizens were stationed, and one or two ofj publishing establishments. The scene vester- i the people of the State to support him. There
The ’ first
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tnStior Doctor Hintze’s house ;I of ill X.!.
h.e
1
—who, the ' he ¿¿stiil more wrong „7 we think. h
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acarreguy. ’ The
division of British
these ‘transactions.
fame,
a “mile and a half from'’the' Cfty .Ipoir
giris’e'ame dowI‘;7
knew Gen. Jackson personally.
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Hall,
was,
about
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o
’
clock,
set
fire
to,
and,
i
ment'saw
the
heap
of
Thera
...... y. .-..eve. | ..o .„„5 S|,nre„ o„ tne ,.eprcsenta. |
w„Sj a|io,„ t3 o'clock, set fireto, and, i ment saw the heap of ruins, which was nn-ruins, which"was un ered him a man of good sense, great energy,
hete was no confirmation of the report
repor of
o tion
non of his
h,s lady, the doctor
dot-tor not beimr
’«'»g within.
within,:. with
with its
its fm-nimm
furniture, burnt. mi.;*
This outrage mak-II expectedly presented to .t._J
them, whereby ..they
1I here
and honest purpose.
He knew Jackson had
the death of the Duke of Bordeaux, It was. A new house, budding for Hugh McElderry, ling
ling-{¡self
kr..own by
by the
the light
liMit of
of the
the fire,
fire a
a itself known
were
suddenly
thrown
into
a state of tempo-1‘ no great pretensions to be. a statesman him
said however that he was in ill health, it is . would have been sacrificed, but for the infor- body ofthe armed citizens*marched towaids
said that the design of a meeting between the mation that the loss would fall on the carpen the place, headed by the Mayor and Major rary indigence. Many of them were frantic j self, but said Gen. King, “ he has sagacity
wit h grief.
enough to select the ^est men in the country
Emperors of Austria ami Russia has been ter who was building it by contract.—
General, but before they reached the spot, the
The chasm left by this awful conflagration, i for his cabinet, and he will have a splendid
abandoned. The Turkish government has Throughout the greater portion of yesterday fire had burnt down, and thp rioters had disrefused to admit a French and an English boys and others were engaged in the several i persed, and no more was heard of them du and which appears the more striking, from ! administration.” Well,-he did select his cab
the walls of the buildings having tumbled inet—but how long did it last ? Van Buren’«
ship of war within the Dardanelles, and the houses mentioned, in destroying what had ring the night.
entirely down, extends from Beekman, a- intrigues in a little petticoat quarrel produced
refusal caused some sensation at Paris, being been left from the preceding night.
Several of the most active rioters were ar- ’ cross Ann into Futton street.
a general explosion.
The chosen cabinet
regarded as the result of a secret understand
It having become apparent that, unless the rested by the civil authorities during the night
Insurance at nineteen offices, $215,000.
was scattered to the winds. Other member«
ing between the Porte and Russia.
civil authority used powerful means to sup- and committed to jail, and others,
i,';«,™
■s, who are
By the Evening Post we learn that this of the cabinet who succeeded shared the
Paris, July 10.—It appears to be deter press further disturbances, the character and : known to have been conspicuous in the disdisastrous fire resulted in the destruction of same fate, if they were honest and independ
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mined that Gen. Dembinski is to command DPAPP
peace nf
of tho
the /.Itxr
city urnuLl
would iw»
be entirely .sacrificed,
orders of the night, will be arrested.
the foreign legion, to which will be added a a public ineeting was yesterday held at the ‘ The Mayor of the city, and Messrs. Moul twenty nine front buildings, eleven of which ent enough to oppose the influence of the se
were six stories high, vi?. 9 on Fniton street, j cret cabal of palace flatterers who contrived
corps of 2800 men enlisted in Paris. This Exchange, of which General Samuel Smith
der and Coote, Justices of the Peace, attend 12 in Anu street, and 8 in Nassau street,! m gain the power belrind the throne. Gen.
corps will form the advance guard of the for was appointed Chairman. It was resolved to
ed by several police officers, remained with where the fire was still raging, but with a-j King had
ha received a lucrative office. He
eign legion which is to proceed to Spain. organize an efficient force to quell or prevent
the embodied citizens during the night, ready bated violence.
might have
ive retained
retained itit at
at pleasure
pleasure bad
bad he
he apapThe universal topic of conversation to-day ,.further
......... .......
........
disturbances, to be placed under the to exert the civil authority, before calling mil
I he loss of property is variously estimated, I plauded every successful intrigue and adopthas been the news given semi-official ly by command of General’ Smith.
.. T . . ,
< j .
-------------------------- i........ At the moment itary aid.
hut the lowest computation, is two millions of ed every political scheme which Kendall
l[ie Jotirnai^des Debats, that a passage into ■ we are writing, several thousands ofthe citThe city remained perfectly quiet yester
Kisurance was effected on $218,000 Van Buren and the Kitchen Cabinet succeedthe Black ,Sea has been refused to a French I! izens are assembled
at
the^Mayor
’
s
office"to
------------------- -----»-•■’if
V» o yixzA.v nJ
day, (Thursday,) and we trust that its peace
M. Tessier,
vessel bearing 1V1.
lessier, a government en-1
en- i be enrolled in this corps. The stores on will not again be disturbed by the evil-mind-! at 19 different offices. From 800 to 1000 ed in putting into Gen. Jackson’s head : had
' persons are thrown out of employment, and , he gone farther and shown a readiness to sacvoy, on »1
the ground,
of Con{
i as the
j... /Cabinet
.
¡Market
street are mostly closed, and every
~ khonor
~— and
1 give up •the territory
•
stantlnople say, that by treaty Russia possess-' preparation is making to maintain the peace ed or the inconsiderate ; but should any re-f several lives lost, among whom was David , rifice‘K
the
of
currency of disorder take place, imeasures j Carlisle, a printer, who was sleeping at the1 Maine at the bidding ofthe Kitchen Cabinet;
es the exclusive navigation of that sea. An of the city ; and we sincerely trust that this is !
English vessel, bearing a British Envoy to the last occasion we shall have to record its I■ have been adopted for its prompt and effect-1 time of the fire in one of the printing offices i but this he could not do ; he remonstrated aj ual suppression. A large and adequate num- in Ann-street, and was burnt to death ; also i
the Court of Trebisond, has been likewise re violation. If this effort be effectual, it
it is
is j her of citizens enrolled themselves yesterday. William Platt, while engaged in the humane! gainst successive follies of his party : he spoke
indignantly of the cabal who were sacrificing
fused a passage. The circumstance that both probable that there will be no further aggres- L,„
U11UCI the
llJC command Ol
i and were placed under
of eui
effi-.
the interests of the country to promote their
the British flag and our own have been si sion. lhe supremacy of the laws must be i cient sub-officers, and this body will hold it- effort to assist the deceased to escape.
Among the property destroyed were the'
own mercenary schemes,—and of course he
multaneously insulted, renders the affair sustained or inevitable rum ensues to all | self ready at a minute’s noticelo preserve
He knew this must be his
more important in the estimation of our poli classes of society. We await the issue of to- the public peace or to maintain the suprema- book store of Bliss, Wardsworth, & Co.—the ! lost his office.
printing office occupied by the French Cou-! fate, for most of the leading supporters of
ticians, who recollect that some days ago, mghts operations with intense anxiety, but cy of the laws,
rier and the Old Countryman—printing office I Jackson who had dared to oppose the kitch
(June 15th) Lord Palmerston, being interro hope to be able, before our paper closes for
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and bindery of Win. E. Dean—office of the i
gated as to the existence of secret clauses an the
press, to state
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The Baltimore Ribi.-The disturbances at N; Y. Transcript—office of Childs & Devoe i en cabinet cabal had been hunted down bv
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the Globe before him.
Gen. King is now
nexed to the Treaty of Adrianople, declared vesterdTv
and
meet
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3 Baltimore appear to have subsided, and the Corporation—printers and publishers of the
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called upon to assist in relieving the country
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made-• arrangements
to C0
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rv Authorities
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City
are
engaged
in
discovering
Jeffersonian—office of Christian Intelligencer from the existing misrule which he innocent
clauses, but that if they did exist, England erate
csup nffirac
?
Wein learnlSX^^
a«>d arresting
the offenders. We learn from
and Morning Herald—office of the New’
would notacknowledge them.
our mi ne -nn. DiÌ
1 J?,eaSHre’
the papers of that city, that a large number of Yorker, Printing office of G. D. Scott & Co. ly and honestly contributed to bring upon us.
c
.........----------He is a strong man and can do much. And
The Journal des Debats notices the con anv have been Anb-m P°.PuJal,on> ve,y iew,
persons have been arrested ,for their partici. of
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.. the
^tereot..
y4>^1F?.unit,;y
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ekl—the
question is now fairly presented to the
flicting opinions of the American journalists abfe occurrences. *
,U tW leCent la,nent’ | pation in the late acts of violence, and either , Roman Catholic Church—the Stereotype people,
'relative to the result of the required explana
.um vuUC»
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°.s-: Chief Mbgisrrate. or wi|| y0„ b.-.ve a
who
tions on the subject of the American Presi
ec ua y guar e , | the persons arrested are Samuel Mass and borne & Buckingham—Bindery and bookdent’s Message. We have no doubt, it says, and all quiet
----- !;
nothing more than the convenient and
’
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_II John C.
Ran, the Chairman
and Secretary of|Store of Christian Brown
|
;.------....................
•----------------------------------------------------...........
........ —-paper
warehouse , complying agent of a few ambiiiow young
on the subject, and although the opposition
Jesse
Hunt, Esq.
Esq. having
having yesterday
yesterday resign-1
Jesse Hunt,
resign- a n?ee‘"’8 of citizens of the 10th Ward. A | ot Christian Brown-paper warehouse of lawyers, and half a dozen rich old federalists
papers flatter themselves that the American
ed,
iVliltenbei-ger, President
of i Se''leS of
ali?Ptt!li b>' this meeting, i John Campbell & Ca, loss estimated at 150,-i who have united for the sole purpose of par!
1 Gen. Anthony
A '
•affair is not yet finished, and may occasion c
be-|
“’’i &ecr®‘“7>
,7 Co'—l,oolll,'"dinZ celling out the public offices, jobs and con “_
new embarrassments, we think that we can the First Branch of the City Council, has be
were published in the papers. One of the and publishing office of Brown, Wesser, and tracts among themselves.
announce that it is completely arranged. come Mayor of Baltimore.
Co., publishers of Protestant Vindicator.
The Government ofthe United States seems
We appeal to every friend, not of the “ par
Monday night passed at Baltimore without resolutions is in the following words :
Resolved, That this* Ward view with dis
ty''hut of the Stale of Maine, to say which
disposed to give the just explanations we re any renewal ofthe disturbances ofthe prece
gust
the
late
transaction
in
the
concerns
of
ding nights.
From the N. Y. Daily Advertiser.
quire.
he will support. We urge no party consid
the Bank of Maryland, and some other Bank
We know that, whatever may happen,
erations. We put it to every man’s common
In the recent ’melancholy affair in Missis sense. Let him give the subject due reflec
ing and monied institutions, and do most ear
whatever may be the tenor of the explana
Mayor of Baltimore.—In consequence of
tions, there will be journals in America that the resignation of Mr. Hunt as Mayor of Bal- ? nestly desire and recommend that the persons sippi, a young man formerly of Maysville, and tion and then go to the-polls and vote. But
bysou
theof
Editor
thentost
Maysville
Eagleeitto . let him vote as ^,0
he may,
be sureeI™«
and vote someconsider these explanations to be shameful, timore, the office devolved on Mr. A. Milten- who were concerned in those transactions be said
be the
one ofofthe
’raspectable
'^h“
humiliating and derogatory to the national berger, President of the first branch of the requested to quit the city forever.
. No man who wishes or expects to be a
Some
of
the
resolutions
express
a
disappro

izensofthat
place,
Mr.
Thomas
M.
Donyan,
freeman
should
ever
neglect
to
vote Such a
honor; while the French Opposition papers City Council. This substitution, however, is
will find them vague, illusory and ineffica only temporary. Anew election must take bation of the acts of violence which had been has become a victim. Whether he is guilty , neglect is virtually giving up the government of
cious, and that the cabinet who accepts them place, after a notice of twenty days. Gen. committed. The Chairman and Secretary or innocent the ed.tor has no means of de-' the State into the hands of Uw most o^ate
has thereby violated the dignity ofthe nation. Samuel Smith, who is now in the 84th year have been required to recognize in the sum cidmg farther than his asseverations of mno- f unprincipled and selfish portion ofthe commuP
J
France knows what she has a right to ask,! of his age, in consequence ofthe energy ex of four thousand dollars each, for their ap cence disclosed in the following extracts from nity.—Ken. Jour.
*
______
and America knows what she can give. No 1 hibited by him at a public meeting of the citi pearance at the next term of the City Court. a letter addressed to his wife in Maysville :
“ Livingston 7rh July, 1835.
The nomination of GetTKin-as the whi«
reasonable person wishes a nation to go upon ! zens on Monday last, in the measures recom More than thirty persons have been commit
I write to inform you that this is the last candidate for Governor, by the Cumberland
its knees before another nation.
What the mended by him for restoring order to the city, ted.
It is apparent from the accoqnts of the you may ever expect to receive or hear from County Convention, will \mdoubuilly »
Ministers require is to be able to pay a just is recommended as a candidate for the office.
shameful disorders at Baltimore, that al n e. I am doomed to die to-morrow, at 12 ; heartily concurred in by the Convent ,ns of
debt without the dignity of France being im
It appears from the Baltimore papers, that
~
peached. It is easy for America to satisfy the measures adopted in pursuance of the though the actual perpetrators of the acts of o’clock, on a charge of having been concerned all the remaining Counties
of the State. 01
À
violence were probably not very numerous, | in a Negro insurrection in this State, among
this national pride.—Journal of Commerce.
i
better
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not
have
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recommendation of the meeting of citizens, they were countenanced and abetted by a I many other whites. But I can say, what few
: No man better understands the interests of
Railway to Quebec.—We had a few mo were fully successful in preventing any fur- | very large portion of the inhabitants. It was ! can say, that I can meet my God innocently. |I the State than Gen. King ; and no man iÀ
ther disturbance of the public peace.
The for.this reason that so long as the rioters con- I By the false accusation of both black and
ments conversation, on Monday, with Joseph
ls from the Commercial Chronicle fined their depredations to the property of the white, and some particularly who have come better qualified to sustain arid promote them.
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We gave an account in.yesterday’s paper public authorities to resist them were power- I have been condemned unjustly by their
meeting held in this town a few weeks a»ojt
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’ , of the proceedings adopted, to secure the j less. It was only after the taste of plunder oaths.
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to attend Col. Long in making his survey’
«Y the Whig Convention of Cumberland,
tranqmhty
of the city during Monday night, had stimulated the mob to lay their hands al* Now I must close by saying, before my held at Gray, of Hon. William King for Gov
From him we rejoice to learn that a railway ! a!](
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we are happy to say they proved amply most indiscriminately on the property ofoth- great Maker and Judge, that I go into his!
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over the highlands, there is a deep valley in no opponent appeared, and the night passed tirely unavailing on Sunday.—Boston Patriot. the God of the widow and fatherless will I ly hope that the good people of the State’
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senwhich the waters run both Ways,—northward
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into the De Loup and southward into the nies were on duty, and prepared ata mo Extract of a letter, dated Baltimore, August tence^ * * And now, may the Lord be that we may have again, a Governor of the
ment
’
s
warning,
in
concentrating
their
with you henceforth and forever. *
*
Penobscot and Sandy Stream. From thence
11th, 1835, half past-5 o’clock, A. M.
btate, not of a party .—Bangor Whig.
down to the Moose river the route is not bad ; strength at any point. The general prepara
Dear Sir—The outrages committed by the Farewell ! farewell.”
tions
were
such
that
no
doubt
remained
of
“ P. S. I was arrested on Friday, (the 3d)
Moose river down to the Forks, a good
mob, (indeed 1 may say Robbers,) for the
The new. Ratner Portland, Capt. Howes,
road can be made by winding around the the entire competency of the force employed scene on Sunday night appeared more like tried to-day, (the7lh,) and to-morrow ’ *
ariived at this port on Monday evening, with
base of the bills. Indeed, we are assured to overcome any aggression that might be plunder than any thing else, has at last a- * * The excitement is so great that we are about five hundred passengers, from the port
not tried by a regular jury, but by a commit
that a railway can be made the whole dis attempted.
Thus have the friends of good order at last roused the citizens to their duty. You per tee of planters appointed for the purpose, who whose name she bears. The Portland is rep
tance, by way of the Kennebec waters and
ceive by the papers, that our City was and is
resented to be a very superior vessel—equal
those ofthe De Loup, so level that an engine succeeded in restoring confidence, and as fu- now a garrison, under martial law. Corps have not time to wait on any person for evi m all respects to most of the crack boats of
tme
efforts
to
disturb
the
public
peace
must
will nowhere need the assistance of stationa
are engaged in the different wards, well offi dence. There are now 7 or 8 prisoners to the day, and it is hoped and believed that she
ry cars, or any other assistance to make the prove not only unavailing, but destructive to cered and armed. Patroles and guards con be tried immediately, and they are bringing will be honored with a full share of the pat
those
who
make
them,
we
hope
that
the
dis

ascent. It is believed there is no other place
stantly moving and guarding proscribed per others continually. There is one to be exe ronage of the public.—Boston Gaz.
where the highlands can be passed with position to commit aggression will cease, and sons and property, taking up all suspicious cuted with me. Negroes are hung on the
equal facility. The present road to-Canada that the reputation of our city will not be fur persons: by this method we shall soon be plantation. Two white men preceded me.”
More Steam.—The Belfast Journal statesIt is added in another hand writing—‘ Seen
is like most of the roads through the country, ther tarnished.
perfectly restored to security and good order.
that
the citizens of Belfast have made ar
We
have
not
been
able
to
ascertain
the
over the tops of all the sharp ridges, instead’
Considerable property has been destroyed, by the Committee.’
rangements for running the Boat Patent on
of round the base of the hills.—Augusta Jour. number of persons killed and wounded in the all of which belonged to those persons who
the route between Bangor and that village—
contest of Saturday night. Common report
Meeting. in Charleston.—A meeting has
were supposed to be closely connected with
The Post Master General.—This officer, in fixes the number of the former, (including the Bank of {Maryland. While this destruc been held in Charleston, on the subject of the to commence the first of Sept., and make
a trip every day. The Patent is now under
consequence of an application from the post those who have subsequently died of their tion was going on seven eighths of our citi transmission of documents, tending to excite going repairs at Bath.
wounds,)
at
from
six
to
eight,
which
we
pre

master at Richmond, stating that he had de
zens looked on wilh perfect indifference ; but the slaves, through the post office, and a com
tained a variety of pamphlets and papers on sume to be nearly correct. Of the cavalry as soon as others were proscribed and mittee appointed, consisting of twenty-one
The Mar CZcmn.—Speculation in this hum
several
were
severely
wounded
by
the
brick

the subject of slavery, which were forwarded
threatened, the scale.turned and the depreda persons, to take such measures as circum
to his office, and asking what disposition bats thrown by the assailants, and some of the tors were pointed out. I hope this disgrace stances appear to require.—An arrangement bug has about subsided in this place. Wheth
er all have been supplied, or something else
should be made of them, has written a reply infantry guard were hurt in like manner.
ful business will be well investigated.
has been made by that committee with the has caused it to become unpopular, we are
As friends to public order we deeply regret
of the following tenor. That he does not
post-master, that no pamphlets, of the char unable to say : we learn, however, that the
U. S. Gazette.
consider himself authorized to exclude any the occurrence of the scenes through which
acter in question, shall be distributed or for
our
dty
has
just
passed.
They
have,
we
fear,
speculation is going on in other places to
thing from the mail, or preventits delivery,
warded from the post office in that city, until some extent.— Great Falls Jour.
[From the New York Evening Star.]
on account of its real’ or supposed character; inflicted a deep wound on the character of
the
civil
authorities
of
Charleston
shall
be
ap

Lynch's Law.—The Mayor of Cincinnati
but that he is not prepared to direct the pa our city abroad, which can only be healed by
prised of their arrival. A sub-committee,
We have just received a beautiful specimen
pers in question to be forwarded ; that by no future adherence to good order. No condi has issued a proclamation, announcing that if consisting of Gen. R. Y. Hayne and six others,
of Granite, called “ Gneiss,” from Bluehill
any
intentions
existed
to
violate
the
laws
in
act or command of his, shall the circulation tion of things can justify a resort to violence
has been authorized to accompany the
of papers, of the character, described, be aid whilst we profess to be governed by laws. relation to the gamblers who might take ref steamboat mail when it arrives, to the office, Our correspondent informs us that it is found
wtllnn twenty rods of a place where it can
To
them
resort
should
always
be
had,
and
uge
in
the
city,
he
was
authorized
by
the
ed ; and that he cannot sanction and will not
and deliver it to the post-master, who is to
condemn the course adopted by the post they should afford all the protection which a Common Council to employ additional aid to separate the obnoxious from the general con be put on board of vessels, is of excellent rift,
and spins admirably. We have also receivgood citizen can require.
keep’ the peace, and that 500 citizens had vol
master of Richmond.
ed several other specimens from St. George,
In compliance with the requisitions of the unteered in support of the Haws. This is as it tents.—Boston Advertiser.
Kennebunk-port, Westbrook and SullivanMajor General, a large force (supposed to be should be, and shows that there is civiliza
A man in Liverpool is said to have invent about two thousand men) was early on duty tion and good government in that place.
De Soto, who was continued in confine all of which can be seen at this office.
ed a shaving machine, which will shave a last night.
.
ment on Tuesday, at the suit of David L.
Portland Adv.
dozen at a time. The lather is to be fired on
Child, for his professional services, &c., was
At the time of putting our paper to press,
Cholera.—At the last accounts this disease liberated the same night, at 12 o’clock, by
all their chins at the same time from a mus- all was tranquil, and no apprehensions of tu
The veteran Hewes arrived at Albany on
ket, as they stand in a line.
was 8tiii raging without abatement in Russell- three gentlemen of this city, who offered
mult were entertained.
Saturday, On his way home in, Otsego Co
I ville, (Ky.)
themselves as bail.-—Boston pa.
He was m excellent health»
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Public Meetings.—A large meeting of J From Europe.—Cork papers to July 18
the citizens of Portland, opposed to the views | and Liverpool to the 14th, have been received

UNION ACADMY.
CAREY’S LIBRARY OF CHOICE
TheA trustees of Union «.»
Academy
are JLl
hereVUMIV IIJ J UIU
’GIC*
T
LITERATURE»
SATURDAY. AUGUST 22, 1835.
and conduct of the abolitionists, was held, in i in New York. For the following summary by notified that a meeting of the. ’Board will
O say that this is a reading age, implies
in the
tbe Hall of
°^said
sa'd Academy, on the
a desire for instruction, and the means
ireardit«i>X?'*
compliance with previous public notice, at of their contents we are indebted to the Bos- be held i*1
Whig County Convention. the City Hall, on Saturday evening last. It ton Daily Advertiser :
*25th day of August, at 5 o’clock P. M.
to giatify that desire. On the first point
"verll»7ofHdA
The Whigs of York County are request
John Butler, President of the Board.
all are agreed ; on the second, there is diver
,otll«eat he%
rThe
"’ —
ed to meet at the Court House, in Alfred, on was, according to the Advertiser, the largest
12th of July, being the anniversary of
sity both of opinion and of practice. We
remwkedi|„ '"M Monday the 24th of August next, at eleven
meeting ever held in the city—the Hall was the battle of the Boyne, was the occasion of
The present’Term of study in Union Acad have newspapers, magazines, reviews, in fine,
w- Heh ’.S;
o’clock in the forenoon,°for the purpose of filled to overflowing, and many who were • ser'ous riots at Belfast and Liverpool. At emy will close on the 25th of August. Ex-' pamphlets of all sizes, on nearly all subjects,
eand.dates for State and County _Jrous
de9irous of
of taking a part in the proceedings
proceeding !’
tO Cr 1 in tb* amination to commence at 9 o’clock A M I which have severally their classes of readers
vision
r‘»an as wet htelM officers.
z.
. . •
Mi.
, .
a,d ot the military, who fired upon the mob. Vacation will be two Weeks. Next term to » and supporters. And yet, copious as are
found
it
impossible
to
gam
admittance.
The
killing
a
woman
and
wounding
several
others’
Per order of the County Committee.
7 a woman and wounding several others.
commence the ninth day of September and ! these means of intellectual supply, more are
Slate
July 28, 1835.
meeting was called to order by John Ander- At Liverpool, after the Irish got fairly enga- continue 12 weeks.
still needed. Iri addition to the reviews ofthe
’
son, Esq.—John Chandler was chosen Chair- ^ef^’ that is the Catholics with the Protestants,
day, and passing notices of books, the people
Carleton Parker, Principal.
18 11,1 '’¡*1..' >
(C^The whigs of this county will bear in J m„„ and Rufus Read Secretary. A
; they were joined by all the vagabonds and
m large numbers, in all parts of our great re
Kennebunk, August 8,1835.
'•»g on chin
S,
| ruffians in the neighborhood. The Vauxhall
public, crave the possession of the books
tnind, that the County Convention, for the ;
><■ utility,:;
„omination of State anti County officers, will! f oi lwel’'e- of which
P; PreUe ™ ! BrWewell was forced, but' they were ultithemselves, and details beyond mere passing
HYMENEAL.
l>is advice hp?6 a
rman, was appointed to “prepare and i mately dispersed by the civil authorities,
xir i
a»
J
r • j i-QhanTnan,
authorities.
allusion, of the progress of discovery in art
'Me land,/’’'’J , ,
be held at Alfred on Monday next. It is de report to the meeting such measures or • ; At Galway 1800 families were in a state
MARRIED-—In Saco, Mi*. James Locke, to and science. But though it be easy to ascer
would
on starvation.
tain and express their wants, it is not so easy
Son
Xri’^of the 12th, alluding to Miss Mary Townsend.
hc is i/Z
"1,‘* sirable that every town should be represented. resolutions, as in their opmion it wouId be ¡1. bordering
In this town, on Thursday morning last, by to gratify them. Expense, distance from the
The London Courier, of the 12th, alluding to
proper
for
the
1 '’«.V weiu"'1'*» Western Elections.—The elections for
meeting to adopt, in order to jj reports
reports of
of aa dissension
dissension in
in the
the Cabinet
Cabinet and
m Rev. Thomas O. Lincoln, Mr. Joshua Rams emporium of literature, engrossing occupa
and to
in'ihif's ""»5 Members of congress
tions which prevent personal application or
Congress in tvei
Kentucky and Indi- convey a just expression of the sentiments a meditated change of Administration says, dell, to Miss Olive Furbish, both of Wells.
In Wrentham, David Mack, Esq. of New Bed even messages to libraries and booksellers,
ion \ite’M//»na have resulted gloriously. In the former and feelings of the citizens of Portland and ij “ there is not the slightest foundation for ford, to Miss Lucy M. K.. Barstow, of W.
. them.”
are so many causes to keep people away
In Kittery, on Sunday morning, 9th inst. by
state, we learn from
the National Intelligen its vicinity, in regard to those proceedings of]i The Irish Church bill had been passed to
-.................................
from the feast of reason, and the enjoyment
the
Rev.
Mr.
Bacon,
Mr.
Thomas
J.
Grant,
to
self-constituted
Societies
and
their
agents
at
■
cer, ^out of the thirteen representatives to
I a second reading in the house of Commons. Miss Abbey T. Rernick, daughter of the late of the coveted literary aliment. It is the aim
of (lie publishers of the Library to obviate
^’‘¡’ported
which it is entitled, nine whigs and two ad- the North, which are creating so much dis 1 he King had placed at the disposal of Par- Capt. Josiah Rernick.
| liament his Majesty’s interest in all benefices
In Portsmouth, on^Sunday evening last, by these difficulties, arid to enable every individ
tetonfinistration men are chosen—the returns satisfaction among our brethren at the South.”)
Rev. Mr. Peabody, Mr. William P. Hart, to Miss ual, at a small cost and without any personal
A preamble and resolutions were subse- j in the Church of Ireland.
S. Moore.
•
__ and that of
I effort; to obtain for his own use
ro"’»s '’«n. 'G1 ^Oln two districts are imperfect. Col. John- quently reported by this committee, which |j Mr. Lees is returned to Parliament from Margaret
In Charlestown, Mass. Mr. James H. Wingate, i h‘s favoured friends or family, valuable Works",
iison (administration) has been re-elected with
. Oldham, by a majority of 13 votps. His
out opposition. Richard French, (adminis- were received with manifestations of decided I1 principal opponent was Mr. Cobbett, a rela of Portsmouth, to Miss Esther Merrill, of Par-1 complete, on all the branches of useful and
sonsfield Me^
ji popular literature, and that in a form well
welt
..(jouljji tration,) has been elected by a small majority. approbation and were adopted without a dis tive ofthe late Mr. C.
In Portland, on Monday evening last, by Rev. . adapted to the comfort ofthe reader.
400 men had been recruited at Dublin for
10 be, a states
senting
voice.
We
shall
endeavor
to
make
— charm of variety, as far as it is com‘'^Wliijj Messrs. John Chambers, Benjamin Harlan,
the service of the Queen of Spain : and 350 Dr. Nichols, Mr. Lendal G. S. Boyd, to Miss j, The
Theresa Orne, daughter of Hon. Nicholas Erne- |i patible with morality and good taste, will be
Chilton Allen, John White, Benjamin Hardin room for them in a future number.
were about to embark from Cork.
ry
J held constantly in view in conducting the
A committee,
consisting of one from each -J!
A slaver, “ El Formidable,
700
vvJL
rUiHJHIrtUIU, ” with
Wlltl
/VV
ind---------- Graves (whigs) have been elect
, Library, to fill the pages of which the current
religious
society
in
the
city,
was
appointed,
!
s
^
aves
>
^
as
been
captured
by
the
Br.
vessel
of
.
.
,
.
______
f
OBITUARY.
ed by handsome majorities—the latter gentle-r
.
_
war Rii7»7ai‘J nFlA
rPUz-» r.L,__
i
_i 8o
' literature of Great Britain, in all its various
war
Buzzard, of 10 guns. The
slaver had
“
to
request
the
several
Parish
Committees
not
^t|) man is returned from the Louisville district,
DIED—In Boston, on Wednesday last, of ( departments of Biography, History, Travels,
guns and 66 men. The Forrester captured
to
permit
any
person
to
deliver
lectures
on
which was represented in the last Congress!
in the Bight of Benin, March 20, a Spanish scarlet fever, Horace Porter, son of Mr. Isra- j Novels and Poetry,' shall be freely put under
EL W Bourne, aged 3 years and 9 months.
| contribution. With, perchance, occasional
)y Patrick H. Pope, an administration man, the subject ofthe Abolition of Slavery in the brig with 200 slaves.
' * Other !
22 da^LtPr°Uf m M1iS /rnCevi M;ndun1’ a£ed J e*fæl>dons, it is intended to give entire the
SUCCP'
3^'''' shared™
succeeded
J'who vvas a cart(iidate for re-election. 1The Southern States in their respective Meeting
22in
M^Ï^XSples aged
Wbich Sha” be Se‘e^
e honest and indepent1* Kent(,cky delegation in the last Congress: was Houses.”—Five thousand copies of the Pre (Cj^Li ver pool papers to July 16 and London
50
years.
P
’
S
¡When
circumstances authorize the measure,
, >e influence ofthtsj imposed of eight whiigs and five administra amble, Resolutions and proceedings of the to the 14th have been received at the Daily
In Belmont, Mr. John Neal, formerly of Ber- ! ™poarse "d,11
had t0 the literary stores of
I«tterers who
Advertiser
office,
Boston.
Their
contents
are
wick, aged 56.
j Gontmental Europe, and translations made
theth^'T'
it* j t¡on men.—From Indiana, we learn from the meeting were ordered to be printed for dis
unimportant. There were serious riots at
from French, Italian, or German, as the case
\ ,h!C,ralive
i U. S. Telegraph, that Messrs. Lane and Han- tribution—among others, a copy to be sent to
may be.
Liverpool, on the 12th and 13th, chiefly aeach
Governor
of
the
States.
SHIP
NEWS.
{deasure bad heap.' |H?an (administration,)—Kinnard (Jackson
Wl bist the body of the work will be a re
hH intrigue and aZlut anti-Van Bu
The following resolutions were likewise mong the Irish population, and more than 60
KENNEBUNK, AUGUST 2.2.
orat times a translation of entire voliren,)—and Messrs. McLeary,
of the rioters had been apprehended.
adopted :—
uni's,, the cover will exhibit the miscellaneXne H MnicCar
rty and Ewing (w’higs) are elected. One
Resolved, That we highly disapprove of
ARRIVED.
"^^7'
loUScIharaeter of a Magazine, and consist of
to hen Cabinet succetf.
Aug. 19—Schs Ploughboy, Webber, Boston ; ¡sketch
Gen. Harrison.—The Lynchburg Virgini
• Jackson’s head;h|. listrict to be heard from. In the last Congress, the officious interference of any foreigner
lies of men and things, and notices of
own a readiness tosat^w’no was l^e otdy whig member from In- with the domestic relations of any of the an says, Gen. Harrison has recently given an Moro, Emery, do
novel ties
t
in literature and the arts, throughexposition
of
his
opinions
on
the
agitating
11.,—
—mi
Ar.. stoops
sloops Boston
Packet, I
u>.‘« civilized
wori<i- A'filll
and regular
’.’i
terriioipi liana, and was elected by a majority of one States, and we hope and earnestly request
Saco, August h
dosiom racKet,
1 out the
r- i
t world.
, ,
--o-—that every well disposed citizen of this city subject of slavery, which entitles him to the Wheelwright, Boston ; Polly, Ewer, Dennis ■; Jo- i sl,PP-v of
Hhe Kirchen (MieI(< rote.
literary monthly and hebdotnawill so far respect the public feeling in this gratitude and support of the South especially. seph, Benson, Gloucester; schs. Charles,
> I he rernonsiratedv
Charles,Wtor-1
urna
Great Britain and Ireland,
1 Mor- I (dal
a j°
.,?,H
na ^8s °°f‘ Hreat
IrMon.l in
>
his party Hiespot,j Lincoln County.—It w7as erroneously sta place as not to afford any such person his We have not had the good fortune to meet rill, Newburyport. ; Agawam, Crosby, Eastham ; |j addition to home periodicals of a similar charthe
General
’
s
speech
among
our
exchanges.
countenance
or
support.
I who were sacrificiij-;ged in our last number, on the authority of j
Maria, Pool, Gloucester; 12th, sell. Norway,; acter, cannot fail to provide ample materials
Resolved, That we will not ourselves at- It was delivered at a public dinner given him !j Emery, New-York ; J3th, schs. Elizabeth, Le.a;7-1j for" this part‘ of our work.
ntry to promote
“
im
eastern
paper,
that
Lucius
Barnard
of
Al-1
tend
any
Abolition
meeting,
and
will
use
our
in
Indiana,
a
free
S^ate,
where,
says
the
Vir'
icuq
any
ziuunuuu
uiceiiiig,
anti
win
use
uur
. .
.
,
< v
dt, Boston-; Betsey,’Pike, Ipswich; 14th, sch. ’ The resources and extensive corresponda,—and of course^
ievv this most belli1i in was one of the gentlemen nominated as I' utmost endeavors to prevent our friends and giman, the prejudices Of the people are all in Isabella, Stevenson, Boston; 15th, sch. New-,! ence of the publishers, are the best guarantee
favor of Abolition, and these circumstances P°lly, White.—Sailed,, 14th, schs. Packet, Hart I for the continuance of the enterprise in which
leading supporfersoi'candidates for State Senators, by the whig I! families from attending all such meetings.
/ ’.
o .
’ ¿ i. Iror ine
ot
demonstrate General Harrison’s honesty ajid ' i,J rLcf - a
d to oppose thel< bounty Convention held at Wiscasset on the
Y'-j
cuiuaih, as wen as iui"
I Th® rneetmg was addressed by Messrs. fearlessness.
1
the abundance of the materials to ä
give it valecu hunted dowhbijjh ¡nsL.—The nominations for Senators were, I Ware, Neal, Haynes, Anderson, R. A. L.
•It will be observed that Gen. Harrison per nis ; 16th, sloop Boston Packet, Wheelwright,’ ue in the eyes ofthe public. As far as judi
Gen. King isnw ns follows
Stephen H. Read, of Lewiston,! Codm?in’ Preble and Jed. Jewett-and was, emptorily disclaims running for the Vice Boston ; 17th, schs. Polly, Ewer, Dennis ; Bet
cious selection and arrangement are concern
relieving the coniiitf
Presidency on any ticket: equivalent we sup sey; Pike, Ipswich ; sloops Maria, Pool, Glou ed, readers will, it is hoped, have reason to be
e which he innocent Javid C. Magoun of Bath, Ebenezer D. Rob- ji throughout, conducted with the utmost bar- pose to an annunciation that he will contend cester ; May-Flower, Emery, Boston.
! mony and decorum.
led to bring upon#
Cid. at Matanzas, 24th ult. brig Horace, Foss, fully satisfied, as the editor of the Library is
,
inson of Newcastle and Edward Robinson of
for the first prize. Indications in favor of Antwerp.
not a stranger to them, but has more than
jro o much. Andf|iomaston.—A committee was appointed to
Gen. Harrison are certainly much more flatIIV
nreSRntdrl to
tn th
r *
Ar. at Boston, 14th, brig Packet, Blaisdell, from once obtained their favorable suffrages for
A call, signed by between three and four j; tering than were anticipated. His chance in
i'ly presented
til
Port-au-Prince, 1st inst. Cid. 17th, for this port. his past literary efforts.
’■h a man to be y| 'elect an individual to be supported by the thousand persons, for a meeting of the citizens
Ohio and Indiana, appears at least equal to
Ship Olive & Eliza, Kennard, ar. at ¡New York
TERMS.
you have a man vvkv^'gs in Lincoln, for Governor, ¿t the ensuof Boston, ‘ opposed to the- proceedings of that of any other, ^nd in Pennsylvania, he is Aug. 14, from Matanzas, 29th July, with a full
The work will be published in weekly
ie convenient ati ng election, who reported the name of Wili
rapidly
identifying
himself
with
the
Ritner
cargo
of
sugar,
for
Europe,
put
in
for
orders.
numbers, in stitched covers, each number
w ambitious yom am King. The report was accepted by the the advocates for the immediate emancipa party, the strongest of the three whose dis
At Aux Cayes, 1st inst. brig Brutus, Merrill, containing twenty imperial octavo pages, with
tion of the Slaves of the South,’ to be held at sensions agitate that State, and which is con New-York, 14, loading.
i rich old federalist
sole purpose of pg’inaniinous vote of the convention.
Faneuil Hall, on Friday afternoon, 21st inst. stantly taking strength from the others'. We
At Havana, 5th inst. brig George, Wise, unc. double columns, making two volumes annually,
of more than 520 octavo pages, each volume ;
ffices, jobs and ca
SPOKEN.
Kennebec.—A whig county convention, (yesterday,) was published in the Boston are assured by the Harrisburg Intelligencer,
at the expiration of every six months, sub
July 22d, lat. 31, long. 44 34, brig Lion, from scribers will be furnished with a handsome
the leading Harrison Journalin Pennsylvania,
iend, not ofthe“» br Kennebec, was held at Augusta, 13th inst. i Advertiser of Tuesday,
that his name will be the only one Opposed to Saco for Bordeaux.
title page and table of contents. The whole
Maine, to sey
either Severance, Samuel P. Benson, and
amount of matter furnished in a single year
The last Kennebec Journal contains a call, Van Buren in that State.—Charleston Mer.
rge no party cond-l Elijah Robinson were nominated as candiwill be equal to more than forty volumes of
signed by many citizens of Augusta, fora
There was no further disturbance in Wash
pYiiKpoT1/ COrn,J0lldates for State Senators,, and Daniel Pike
HE undersigned would give notice that the common sized English duodecimo books.
e subject due reflecon*‘ Thursday
last week,
and
1,0 "
z-,
,
m
i •
I meeting ui
of au
all who
wiiu are oppoBeu
opposed to tne
the rneas-I
rneas- ington u
x nuiouay night,
mgm, last
ween, ana
the copartnership heretofore existing The paper upon which the Library will be
polls and vote. But'lor County Ireasurer. Resolutions were ures of the Abolitionists, to be held at the Old I! Fl*>day,^exCept the destruction of a negro
between thern, under the firm of
printed, will be of the finest quality used for
be sure and vote somi^Idopted concurring in the nomination of Gen.
j school house, or negro house of some descrip
book-work, and of a size admirably adapted
MILLER & HALL, '
ies or expects tobei King for Governor, and approving the nom Court House on the evening of the 21st inst. ' tion, on Capitol Hill.
is this t^ay dissolved, by mutual consent, J. K. for binding. As the type will be entirely
gleet to vote. Suthination of Daniel Webster for the Presidency.
Considerable excitement has been produ
Miller
in new, and of a neat appearance, each voJume,
• up the governingi
________
__
Editorial Fracas.—-Mr. Hamlett Bates ofL.
D. having
, n relinquished
TT
■ , his interest
-,------iv x.
mall
wnu will
wui continue
P. H
all, who
commue ine
the when bound, will furnish a handsome, asji
d the most profit' Oxford.— Ebenezer Poor and Daniel ^ean ced in Hallowell, within a few days, by an ef- the Thomaston Chronicle, and Mr. E. B. i ® store t0
“ l.he..st,wd,
M' & H'> well as valuable, and not cumbrous addition
portion of the comi»
l fort to recover a black girl, said to be a slave, French ofthe Lincoln Patriot-have recently I
to the libraries of those who patronize the
were nominated as candidates for Senators I
I
persons
indebted
to.
the
firm
< J
,
, .--------are re
i who came there with a lady from the South I had a squabble in Thomaston. Both belong ■ „ i
nd Thomas Clark for County Treasurer, by
. .
,
, ,
quested to make payment to him, and all work.
, .
~
z. . . . . ; and has absconded. She has not yet been 10 ‘ tiie democratic party.’
The price of the Library will be five dollars
persons having demands against the firm will
in. King as the whip whig county Convention, for Oxford, held ,
per annum, payable in advance.
please present them to him for payment.
by the CíJtnherW it Norway, on the 12th inst. Among the res- disco vcretL’ -----------Rail-road Meeting.—.An adjourned meeting
A commission of20 per cent, will be allow
They are particularly desirous that all their
ill »ndoubte.ny KIutions ad ted1 was one expressing entire! CaJais is advancing rapidly in population, ofthe citizens of Dover, interested in the
accounts should be settled without delay, as ed to agents ; and any agent, or postmaster
' the Conventionn
„ ,
.
,
construction of Rail-roads, was held at the
I furnishing five subscribers and remitting the
ies of the Sitate. i* onfidence in the ability and patriotism of j business and improvements. Its location is Court House on Saturday evening. The re one of the partnersis soon to remove from amount of subscription, shall be entitled to
this
place.
J.
K.
MILLER,
Villiarn
King
and
a
determination
to
use
all
excellent
—
its
resources
immense,
and
its
popnot have been tnar
port ofthe committee appointed at a previous
the commission of 20 per cent, or a copy of
PORTER HALL.
mds the interesl||) onorable means t*o secure his election as I ulation active and enterprising.
meeting, was read, and a delegation of ten,
the work for one year.
Kennebunk,
August
15,
1835.
ng ; and no man»t Jovernor for the ensuing political year.
consisting of Messrs. Daniel M. Durrell, Geo.
A specimen of the work, or any informa
Captain Back arrived in New York city, W. Kittredge, Robert Rogers, John Riley,
i arid promote then).
MLLEr]
tion respecting it, may be obtained by ad
Somerset Journal. No whig County convention will be held from Montreal, on Saturday last, and left a- Thomas E. Sawyer, Moses Paul, Samuel W.
AVING relinquished to his partner, dressing tjie publishers, post paid.
Editors of newspapers, to whom this pros
his interest in the store heretofore
n Waldo this year. Messrs. Joseph H. Es- gain on Monday, in the packet ship North Carr, John P. Hale, Win. B. Smith, and Sam
id to the nomination
uel H. Henderson, was appointed to attend
is forwarded, will please insert the
occupied by them, in taking leave of pectus
his
America, for Liverpool.
abrook
of
Camden
and
Joseph
Pillsbury
of
ion of Ciimliei'H1
the Rail-road Convention, held at Alfred, yes friends and former customers, would confi above as often as convenient, send a copy of
illiaw King for Gof-Uackson will be supported by the opponents
The steamers Bangor and Portland made a terday. The report of the committee entered dently recommend Mr. Hall to their patron their paper containing the advertisement
into, an examination of the most approved age as every way deserving their entire confi marked, and entitle themselves to a free ex
t and best Goveriiof-(p
atRnjnjstration for State Senators.—
lave
chosen ll?he
_
,..... .
____
■, „whig
rl
•journal
...... ■ trial of speed on Friday night last, both method of constructing rail-roads, gave an es dence, and hopes that his and their mutual change for one year. Address
glad, hitherto
XmtoZ
Belfast Advocate,
the
only
starting from Portland at the same time for timate of the sums necessary for building one friends and customers will continue their E. L. CAREY & A. HART, Philadelphia.
hat the health ofn
of Mb Waldo, is opposed to the nomination of Boston, where they arrived in 9 hours and from Dover to Haverhill, and from Dover to trade at the store.
Philadelphia, July 17,1835.
that the strength aiiilGen. King for the chief magistracy of the 28 minutes, both arriving at the same mo Alton Bay, the amount now paid annual
August 15, 1835.
ly for the transportation of merchandise and
in paired. We food hate.
ment, according to the Boston Transcript,— travellers on each of the routes, and the prob
people of the Staff
Hoose, Store, Oraoite, &c.
(U^A meeting of the whigs in the sixth but the Portland papers say the Portland arri able increase in the event of roads being built.
REMICH has just received a lot of npHE stand formerly owned by Capt.
lake choice of him,
.
.
n a Governor of tbr senatorial district was held at Castine on the ved five or ten minutes before the Bangor.
The conclusions of the committee were, that -«-/• Quarto Bibles, which will be sold JL
John Perkins, at Cape Porpoise,
both routes were practicable—that stock in 33/per cent, lower than Bibles of a similar which is a good situation fora trader or per
ingor Whig.
'1.0th inst. at which George Stevens of BlueFires.—Fifteen or sixteen buildings were either would yield a handsome interest—and quality are usually sold.
ii!l was nominated for Senator and Francis
son engaged in the fisheries, is now offered
An assortment of Pocket Bibles and Testa
that measures ought to be taken forthwith for
rtland, Capt,Howes,
burnt in Newarlf, N. J. on Saturday evening constructing Rail-roads upon the proposed ments—some with tucks, &a few beautifully for sale on very favorable terms.
3.
Morgan
for
County
Treasurer.
The
nomonday evening, with
There is about twelve acres of land on
bound in embossed leather ; all of which will which there are Ledges of Granite in great
ngers, from thefOrt nation of Gen. King for Governor was con last. Loss estimated at 40 or $50,000. The routes.—Dover Enquirer of Aug. 11.
be
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very
loyv.
curred
in.
fire
originated
in
a
livery
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several
horses
The Portland is repabundance. The Granite has not been par
—also—
Temperance Meeting.
perior vessel-eqw
in which lost their lives. It is supposed there
ticularly examined in reference to quality,
J
ackson
N
ominations
,
—
A
Jackson
County
Barnes
’
Notes
on
the
Gospels,
&c.
;
'the crack boats of
The associated societies of Acton, Alfred,
but is presumed to be equal to that on the
was
no
insurance
on
the
property
destroyed.
Helon
’
s
Pilgrimage
;
nd believed that she1 Convention, for Cumberland, was held at Gray,
Lebanon, Milton Mills, Sanford and Shapother side of the harbor, which has recently
—
An
unoccupied
wooden
building,
in
East
Combe on the Constitution of Man ;
leigh will hold their annual meeting at San
(ill share of the pat»- on the 12th inst. Josiah Pierce of Gorham,
been sold at a large price.
Memes’History of Sculpture, Painting and
Cambridge, Mass, was consumed by fire on ford Corner, on Wednesday, the second of
ston Gaz.
There is on the premises a convenient (T)
Tobias Purinton of Brunswick, Eliab Latham
Architecture ;
Sunday morning last, and a small house ad September next.
two-story dwelling-house, which has been
of Gray, and Nathaniel G. Jewett of Portland,
Spurzheim
on
Education
;
The
Address
will
be
delivered
at
10
o
’
clock
lately repaired, also a barn, store, fish-house
fast Journal statesjoining was much damaged. The fire is be
Herodotus, 3 vols. ;
in the forenoon.
and wharf, and flakes for making fish.
ast have maife ar- were nominated as candidates for Senators, &
lieved
to
have
been
purposely
set.
—
An
unoc

Life
of
the
Saviour;
The afternoon will be devoted to a free dis
Any person desirous of entering into a prof
the Boat Patent on Mark Harris of Portland for County Treasurer.
Trial and Self Discipline;
itable speculation will please make immedi
rand that village- ------ In Somerset, Charles Greene and James cupied dwelling-house at Jamaica Plains, cussion of the leading principles of the tem
The Skeptic, &c. &c.
■ Sept., and make- Mantor have been nominated for Senators, & (Roxbury,) valued at $2500, was destroyed by perance reform. The importance of such
ate application for further particulars to
Kennebunk, August 21, 1835.
discussion must be apparent to all, and it is
tent is now underMILLER & HALL.
fire
on
Sunday
evening
last.
This
fire
is
also
Joseph Philbrick for County Treasurer, by a
confidently hoped, that the friends of the '
FEATHERS.
Kennebunk, Aug. 13, 1835.
supposed
to
be
the
work
of
an
incendiaYy.
cause,
not
only
within
the
limits
of
the
Asso

¡Convention held at Milburn, 12th.—In Kenne
OR sale by the subscriber, a quantity of
Russia Feathers, in bags from 10 to 50
wtice
tt^The first number of the “*Bangor ciation, but throughout the county, will avail
’ation in this hum- bec, a County Convention, held at Augusta,
lbs., at a very low price.
WM. LORD.7LT OTICE is hereby given, that the subscrihis place. Wheth- 13th inst. nominated Dr. Pierce of Green, Jos. Commercial Advertiser,” which takes the themselves of this opportunity and thus man
-LI her has been duly appointed Executor
August 20, 1835.
something else ¡ Stewart of China and Col. Masters of Hal place of the “ Penobscot Freeman,” has been ifest their attachment to this glorious cause.
A full and interesting meeting is anticipated.
of the Will of Ebenezer Shackley, late of
npopular, we are
Aug. 15, 1835,
Kennebunk, in the county of York, gentle
however, that the lowell for Senators. The two last named gen- received. It is well executed and ablyconOULD give notice to all those with man, deceased, and has taken upon himself
other places to I tiemen are ‘old, long-tried and consistent’ ducted, although on the wrong side in politics.
TEMPERANCE MEETING.
whom he has unsettled accounts, that trust by giving bonds as the law directs.
The members of the Kennebunk Tem
¡federalists. Col. Masters was one of the pub
four.
(personally) that he is expecting in a veryAll
fewpersons having demands against said es
The Frost in the vicinity of Rutland, Vt. perance Society, are hereby notified to meet
lishers of the old Hallowell Gazette, the only
days to leave this place, to remove to a dis tate are requested to exhibit the same ; and
on the night of the 3d inst. was quite severe. at the vestry of the second parish, for the pur
leautiful specimen
tant part of the State, and is particularly de all persons indebted to said estate are called
(federal paper ever printed in Kennebec Counfrom BluehiH.
The damage to corn, buck-wheat and garden pose of choosing a Secretary pro tempore, at sirous to adjust all his accounts himself, be upon to make payment
us that it is found jty. Wm. Woart, jr., Postmaster of Augusta, vegetables was very great. Many fields of half past 7 o’clock in the evening, on Thurs fore leaving, as it will b’e much more pleas
EDWARD E. BOURNE.
day the 27th instant.
AWas nominated for County Treasurer.-----dace where it can
ant, than to leave them to others.
Kennebunk, August 3,1835.
corn and buck-wheat on the low grounds
Immediately
after
the
election
of
a
Secreta

is of excellent rm, ft A Jackson County Convention, for PenobAll who are indebted to him, are requested
have also recent' «scot County, held at Levant last Saturday, will be hardly worth harvesting—in one in ry an adjourned Temperance meeting will be to make immediate payment, and all who i
POWDER.
’
stance the sufferer has cut up his corn for held, to which has been assigned, by vote of have demands against him are desired to 1
j from St. Georgfy
KEGS warranted Gun Powder,
1
nominated
Ira
Fish
of
Lincoln
and
Joseph
a previous meeting, the discussion of the res present them without delay.
>k and Sullivanfodder.
i
for sale by the subscriber.
olution, viz :
1* Kelsey of Guilford as candidates for State
this office.
Kennebunk, August 13, 1835.
BARNABAS PALMER.
“
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That
consistency
in
the
friends
Some
ofthe
Van
Buren
men
admit
that
Portland
? Senators.
August 5,1835.
of
temperance
requires,
that
the
pledge
of
to

Tissue
&
Fancy
Paper.
their candidate for the Presidency is losing
tal abstinence be extended to wines and all
ARIOUS colors of the above, for sale at
INE CLAPBOARDS of first quality
Miss Harriet Martineau, the writer on po ground in Alabama. White is exceedingly
ived at Albanyon
intoxicating drinks.”
B. SMART.
the Bookstore of
D. REMICH.
for sale by
MILLER & HALL/
ie in. Otsego Ulitical economy, is now on a visit to Boston. popular in that State.
Kennebunk, Aug. 22,1835.
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NATURE’S GRAND RESTORATIVE. (
DI?. JUDKINS*
field of prosperity ; for great as its present
THIS Vegetable Medicine stands tinrival-1 SPECIFIC OIJVTJWEJVT,
hopes and prospects are, they will be in
POETRY
led for the following complaints, viz :•?
_
creased by a thousand fold. Your lands,
all ages, of the world a beautiful head of ^—Dyspepsia or Indigestion ; Diseased Liver ; ’“H (Ins valuable medicine is celebrated
~~~~THE SMILE OF AFFECTION.
for curing the following diseases;
your wealth, your happiness, your security,
hair has been considered the greatest or Bilious Disorders; Jaundice ; Dropsy; JlsthHow chaste is the moonbeam that rides on the billow;
your peace and quiet, your domestic bliss, nament ever bestowed by nature upon the ma; Costiveness f Bilious Cholic ;for Worms; White Swellings of every description : Sore
How mild is the breeze that now dimples the wave,
human frame, and indispensably necessary to Pains in the Side, Stomach, and Breast ; Loss Legs and Ulcers of long standing ; Glandu
And siffhs through the leaves of the pendulous willow, will all be enhanced.
Thaf bends o’er the moss tinctured tomb of the brave.
the perfection of personal beauty. It is a very I ofAppetite ; Colds and Coughs ; Hoarseness;! lar tumors ; Felons or Catarrhs ; Rheumat
It is amazing, says Schoock, that though general complaint of young persons, that their ; Shortness
of Breath ; Nervous
Com- j ic pains of the Joints ; Sprains, Bruises
How sacred the tear on the moist cheek of beautJ’.
,
1 and Tetters ; Chilblains or parts affected by
That flows from a heart touched by feeling and love, history shows so many kingdoms and com- hair is falling offor becoming dry and un- i plaints, fyc.
i healthy ; this may be owing to the appheaThe balm of affection, the tribute of duty.
monwealths ruined by
discor^** & of impTopeVand injurious oils, or th the 1I This medicine is of a warming, cheering frost. It is also good for Scalds and Burns.
' and invigorating nature : whereas, it is well
The incense that falls on the altars above.
see, in many countries, a set of men blinded entire neglect
I
of
For glandular swellings, it is superior to
of the
the hair
hair. Without
Without proper
proper ;1 known many other cathartics have directly
But sweeter by far is the tender emotion,
by
pride
and
ambition,
forcing
their
countiy
attenl
i
nn
¿j
seases
of
the
hair
will
arise,
which
!' an opposite tendency; and it has a most povy- any medicine yet known. It is much safer
That wakes the fond smile on ‘he.ebee^ of the fair.
Upon this fatal rock ; and the people still as are often
_/•.
z.found
_.i to occasion tkinno«»
thinness, fall-I
fall i erful influence, exceeded by no other medi- than mercurial applications, fas it does not
?Tis bright as the moonbeam that
’
And soft as the zephyrs that sport in the air.
thoughtless of the danger, as if there were ing off, and frequently total baldness. For ! cine, in removing Nervous complaints. It is contain the smallest atom of that mineral^
these evils and
the necessary
no warnings of it upon record.
ana me
uctC!»ai » inconveniences
y, „ • X-j1 ’! pleasant to take, and in its operation so much
muon because it does not lay the patient liable to
The tear-drop that flows from emotion of sorrow,
And tremX with light like the beam, or.the wave,
them, Ward’s Vegetable
attending tuem,
. ---------- Han On gOjt[)at jt n)ay |.)e administered to the tender injury from; exposure to cold.
will be found in all cases a sure remedy. Be infant with safety.
Dissolv'd in a smile a new lustre shall borrow
It cures the worst Felons or Whitlows on
PROBATE NOTICES.
And heal by its sweetnessjhe wound that it gave.
fore offering this Oil to the public it had been
CERTIFICATES.
the application of forty-eight hours. Rheu
tried
in
hundreds
of
cases
of
baldness,
thin

Ji a Court of Probate held at Kennebunk, within
Portsmouth, N. H. Aug. 19, 1833.
[From the U. S. Literary Gazette ]
matisms which have stood so Ung as to beevery
and for the County of York, on the first Mon ness and falling off of the hair and in
reaiizea 1 ^r’ ^karles Holman,—About three years come a systematic disorder, require rnedi.
THE VILLAGE CHURCH.
instance
its
salutary
effects
have
been
realized
day of August, in the year of our LiTrd eigh
nroduce
’
s
’
nc
^
was
imbued
to
try
a
bottle
of
your
Sweet home of peace ! the ling’ring day
admiration. It has never
failed
to,1
]
teen hundred and, thirty-five, by the Hon. to
.......... .................;-------- - _ .
1
.
i Nature’s Grand Restorative, for a complaint at cine to be taken inwardly to remove them
Still plays upon thy turrets grey ;
KYf. A. HA YES, Judge of said Court:
l---- _„.l_____
r
#
stomach, to which 1 had been subject entirely. But in most cases, by applying I
But silent now the voice of prayer
SETH HATCH, named executor in a bald, and to check that falling off which so | (probably occasioned by an obstruction of this ointment externally as directed, it will
Which once up rose so sweetly there ;
certain instrument purporting to be the often occurs. In cases wfiere it becomes dry ’
The cricket’s fitful cry at eve,
some of the unimportant organs.) I found give relief.
last will and testament of Elisha Hatch, late and ceases to grow, this Oil will very soon '
Is mingled with the low wind’s moan,
great relief from the use of it, and ever since
CERTIFICATES.
of
Wells,
in
said
county,
yeoman,
deceased,
render
it
healthy
and
produce
a
rapid
and
Sadly they seem to wail the fate,
have kept it in my house as a family medi
WASHINGTON,
MARCH 22,1820.
having
presented
the
same
for
probate
:
beautiful growth, without the least injury to cine .—its beneficial effects have been experi
That left tby altars desolate.
Sir—My son being afflicted for more }
ORDERED—That the said executor give the most delicate head ; nor does any falling
enced by several members of my family. ReSweet home of peace ! how oft I ve stood,
I than five years with White Swelling, and 1
notice to all persons interested, by caus off follow after using it. That loss of hair
spectfullv your Ob’t. Sv’t.
Amid thy little solitude,
j having applied every remedy recommended I
ing a copy of this order to be published which so often takes place after sickness may
” ‘
WILLIAM WALKER.
A truant boy stolen forth to get
three weeks successively in the Kennebunk be easily prevented by using this celebrated f
The crane’s bill and the violet—
I, the subscriber, of Portsmouth, N. H. do I by the most eminent physicians within my 1
Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, that they Oil. In short no Oil has ever been offered
And listening to the village hum
hereby certify that my son was afflicted with reach, without success, I at length procured
may
appear
at
a
Probate
Court
to
be
held
to
the
public
that
gives
such
universal
satis

Which on the quiet air would come,
one jug of Dr. Judkins’ Patent Specific Oint- I
at Alfred, in said county, on the first Mon faction and stands the test of experience like the scrofulous humor, for two years, and 1
With the long echoing laugh and shout,
have in the same time used many medicines ment, and state, for the benefit of the afflictSent shrilly from the urchin rout.
day of September next, at ten of the Ward’s Vegetable Hail Oil.
recommended for said complaint with the ad’ ed, that before one jug was used a perfect
clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any
For sale by
JOHN LILLIE.
And oft at Autumn’s balmy eve,
dition of six bottles of Swain’s Panacea and cure was effected. My son has enjoyed
they
have,
why
the
said
instrument
should
Kennebunk,
April
25,
1835.
______
:
_____
When the bright flowers began to leave
all to no effect until I was induced to call onj good health ever since. I have no doubt,
not
be
proved,
approved
and
allowed
as
the
The faded grass, and gloriously
Dr. Charles Holman, who recommended his
last
will
and
testament
of
the
said
deceased.
The harvest moon went up the sky ;
Nature’s Grand Restorative and after using 'to
1 the Ointment alone he is indebted,as
Attest, Wm. Cotter Allen, Register.
From the far distant greenwood tree,
nothing
else was used for more than nine
one
bottle
only
my
son
was
restored
to
peri
A
true
copy
—
Attest,
The kit’s light notes of melody
[Price reduced to 25 cenis.]
months
before the application of the Oink
feet
health.
I
therefore
conceive
it
a
duty
I
i
W
m
.
C
utter
A
llen
,
Register.
Stole upward to the holy ground,
Which cures in less than one hour’s appli owe to the public to recommend this medi- iment.
Respectfully,
Aug. 8.
______________________
As joyously the dance vvent round.
cation. See directions.
JOHN COCKE. I
cine for the above complaint and likewise for
At
a
Court
of
Probate
held
at
Kennebunk,
with

HE character of this celebrated Oint costiveness and generally as the best family
Here, when the Sabbath day was done,
M
essrs
.
O.
&
S.
C
rosby.
Gent—I I
in and for the County of York, on the first
ment stands unrivalled for being a safe, medicine. Portsmouth, Aug. 1833.
And ruddily the summer sun
Monday in August, in the year of our Lord
am much indebted to you for your kindness I
speedy and certain cure for that loathsome
Shone o’er the little vale below—
JOSIAH WEBSTER.
eighteen hundred and thirty-five, by the disease called the Itch—and for all kinds of
Up rose the hymn so sweet, so slow,
This may certify that my wife had been for In sending me some of Dr. Judkins’ Specific
The traveller in the distant glen
Honourable WILLIAM A. HAYES, Judge pimples on the skin. It is also a valuable ar
several years afflicted with a cough occasion Ointment—it has proved most valuable to ,
Paused on his way to catch again
of said Court:
ticle for the Salt Rheum and Chilblains.
ally, and had a seated hard one, for two or my Son who has been for many yearn afflict- i
The lingering notes, till parting day
EREMIAH S. PUTNAM, executor of the
The well known JAUNDICE BITTERS,
Threw its cold shadows o’er his way.
last will of Phineas McIntire, late of which are so eminently useful for removing three months, so that she could not rest day ed with the Chilblains, and was obliged to
or night, she obtained some relief from medi wear India Robber Shoes, winters, until I
York, in said county, yeoman, deceased, havall
 Jaundice and Billions complaints.
Those days have passed ; and mournfully
ing presented his first account of administra A fresh supply is just received, and for sale by cine prescribed by an able Physician, yet she made use of this Ointment, which has pro- i
The chilly wind goes rustling by,
was apparently rapidly going into a consump
But finds not there those beauteous flowers
tion of the estate of said deceased for allow
ved an entire remedy. And it has proved
JOHN LILLIE, Kennebunk,
tion. While in this state I heard of Holman’s
It sported with in happier hours ;
ance : and also his private account against
ENOCH GOODALE, Saco.
the best remedy for Sores and wounds of
Nature
’
s
Grand
Restorative,
purchased
one
And gentle forms who loved to gaze
the estate of said deceased for allowance :
Wholesale by W. C. MITCHELL. Portland,
cc Whitney,
vv nuney, Hastings.
n^u.gbottle ; she began to be relieved, within a day every description that 1 ever made use of,
Upon their bloom in youthful days,
ORDERED—That the said executor and Henshaw & Co. Delano &
Yours very Respectfully,
Like them have passed away and died,
give notice to all persons interested, by Marsh & Co. W. C. Stimpson,, 'Low and Reed,' .I P. or two from taking this, and in two weeks
And humbly here sleep side by side.
Hall and others, Druggists in Boston, and all orders to her cough was entirely cured, and for seven
PARLEY GODDARD.
, causing a copy of this order to be pub be addressed to Jesse Daniell, & Co. Dedham, Mass.
months since she has enjoyed better health
Worcester, Mass., April 8, 1834.
lished three weeks successively, ih the Ken~ temperance department ; nebunk Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, in
than she has for a number of ye^ars before,
August 2, 1834.
COFFEE. .
with no return of her cough. Not one whole
.
said
county,
that
they
may
appear
at
a
Pro

Why 1 abstain from all intoxicating drink, s
Sold wholesale and retail by JOHN
bottle
was
used.
Rochester,
May
23,
1833.
BAGS COFFEE, just received and for
Court to be held at Alfred, in said coun
I do it, 1st. Because I do not need it for bate
1
LILLIE, Kennebunk; Nathan Kendall,
GERSHOM HORN.
sale
by
the
subscriber.
WM.
LORD.
health, for happiness, or for any other pur- jty, on the first Monday in September next, at
Alfred ; Win. C. Stimpson, & Co. No. 134,
VEGETABLE POWDERS.
July 4.
ten of the clock in the forenoon, and shew
THESE Powders are a most ’ valuable South Side, Faneuil Hall; Rogers, & Co.,
pose.
...
<cause, if any they have, why the said ac
composition for young or old, male or female. No. 78 and 79, Commercial Street ; S. NJ
2. Because its use will do injury to my counts should not be allowed.
PROPOSALS will be received by the sub They are useful and safe for violent colds, fe Brewer, & Brothers, No. 90 and 9^, Wash-1
physical system, my mental powers, and my
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
scriber, until the first of September vers, foul stomach, head-ache, jaundice, pain inglon St.; Maynard & Noyes, No. 13,
A true copy,—Attest,
moral perceptions. Were 1 voluntarily to
next, for 1500 feet of Rocks, suitable to build in the stomach and bowels, dysentary, cholic,
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
do any thing to impair either of these, my
Cornhill, Boston.
_ Aug. 8.________
■
_______ an abutment for Kennebunk Bridge. Said loss of appetite, cold hands and feet, palpi
Maker would not hold me guiltless.
Rocks
to
be
landed
on
the
west
side
of
the
tation
of
the
heart,
rheumatism,
female
com

At a Court of Probate held at Kennebunk, within
A REMEDY FOR
3. Because I have united with a society,
plaints, caused by colds, and all kinds of hu
and for the County of York, on the first Mon river, near the saw mill.
(Q-RHEUIWATISM
I
the object of which is to terminate the evils
NATH
’
L
JEFFERDS.
mors.
day in August, in the year of our Lord eigh
and the sins of intemperance ; and observa
Kennebunk, July 3,1835.
teen hundred and thirty-five, by the Hon. WM.
THE excrutiating pain —the decrepitude!
HOLMAN’S BONE OINTMENT.
A. HAYES, Judge of said Court:
tion and common sense instruct me, that
HIS Ointment stands at the head of all
and deformity, and the premature
CHIMNEY BOARD PAPERS,
ETSEY HATCH, executrix of the last
the object in view can never be attained so
remedies for the following diseases old age, which are the usual attendantsol'
VARIETY of patterns. For sale by
will of Bartholomew Hatch, late of Wells,
which human nature is heir to, viz. :—Rheu
 disorder, are suffered by many from a
long as temperance men by their practice,
this
D. REMICH.
in said county, yeoman, deceased, having
matism, both Chronic and inflammatory— dispair of a cure, or disappointment in the]
countenance the use of any thing which can presented her first account of administra
June 20.
Gout—Sprains—Bruises, and contracted Ten
produce intoxication.
They tear down tion of the estate of said deceased for allow
efficacy of the numerous pretended antidotes I
FLOUR. ~ ? dons of long standing.
with one hand what they build with the oth ance : and also her petition for an allowance
used to effect this purpose. But those wm
It
discusses
all
tumors
—
renders
stiff
joints
UST received, fifty bbls, of Superfine
out of the personal estate of said deceased :
er.
limber by producing a healthy muscular ac have made a fair trial of
Gennessee
Flour,
newly
ground,
for
sale
ORDERED—That the said executrix
4. Because were I to use any intoxica
DR. JEBB’S CELEBRATED LINIMENT,
WM. LORD. tion.
ting liquor in any quantity, I should have give notice to all persons interested, by cans- I by the subscriber.
It assuages pains in Boils and Abseses. Noth even in cases of long standing, and of the
Kennebunk,
Aug
ust
8,1835.
___________
no security that I should not die a diunkard. ing a copy of this order to be published three
ing equals it in swelled and inflamed Breasts most severe character, have received certain;
ALLETS, a great variety, for sale by in females if applied in its early stage, pre relief, and many have been cured in a b
A drunkard’s grave and a drunkard’s doom weeks successively, in the Kennebunk Ga
zette, printed at Kennebunk, in said county,
D. REMICH.
vents suppuration or rpatter forming, and days, some in 24 hours I as a number of
look terrible to my mind.
that they may appear at a Probate Court to be
June 27.
gives in all cases immediate ease from pain. persons in Boston and vicinity, who were!
5. Because as a parent, I am bound to
held at Alfred, in said county, on the first
Certificates of this fact could be given if ne
set before my children, such examples as 1 Monday in September next, at ten of the clock
formerly afflicted with the Rheumatism,
cessary.
am willing they should imitate ; and with in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any they
TRAYED from the pasture of Benjamin
This remedy is offered to the public with .have very fully testified. Certificates are in
the light I have, I am not willing they have, why the said account should not be al
Harmon in Kennebunk, on Thursday the full assurance that it far excels the opo the possession of the proprietor, proving the
16th inst. a red ox, five years old, white hind
should ever have my example to plead as lowed, and said allowance made.
deldocs and liniments of the present day, for most thorough and surprising cures by
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
feet and a white star in his forehead. Any the above diseases.—A trial is only wanted means of this powerful Liniment, in cases
an excuse for their use of any thing which
A true copy—Attest,
person who will return said ox to the subscri to give it the decided preference to every where other approved applications bad ut
will intoxicate.
Should I live to be old, I
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
ber, who has the care of said pasture, or give
do not want my grey hairs brought with sor
Aug. 8.____________ ___________________ information so that he may be obtained, shall thing else. Many physicians of eminence terly failed. The Liniment is also used
have used this ointment and extol its merits.
row to the grave by a drunken son.
with success for bruises, sprains, numbness,
At a Court of Probate held at Kennebunk, with be suitably rewarded by
CERTIFICATE.
6. Because, as a professor of religion, I
stiffness of the joints, chilblains, &c.
WILLIAM
JACOBS.
in and for the County of York, on the first
I
the
undersigned
certify
that
my
daugh

am bound to do nothing which may grieve
Monday in April, in the year of our Lord
Price 50 cents a bottle.
Kennebunk, July 23,1835.
ter aged 7 years was violently attacked with
my brethren ; and 1 know some of them
eighteen hundred and thirty-five, by the Hon
a pain in her knee, which caused the muscles
ourable WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said
will be grieved if they see me using any kind
STRAY HORSE.
DUMFRIES’
to contract so as to draw the leg under her
Court:
AME into the inclosure of the subscriber, similar to a person kneeling—we became aof spirituous liquor.
I am told to keep a
(U-EYI2
WATERS
XTATHAN
D.
APPLETON
and
ABIEL
on Wednesday morning last, a white larmed for her fate—were recommended to
conscience void of offence toward God and
IN
HALL, guardians of Wm. P., MaryFOR sore or inflamed Eyes, givesin>
Horse, apparently about 13 years old. The
try
“
Holman
’
s
Bone
Ointment,
”
it
was
im

man.
r
,
Ann, and Sarah-Jane Griffin, minors, and owner of said Horse is requested to prove
mediate,ease and relieff Oh recent
mediately procured and applied,—and to my
7. Because I have seen too often that the
children of Charles Griffin, late of Alfred, in
astonishment, speedy relief was obtained, and sore eyes, the effect is most salutary.—
drunkard cannot reform unless he totally said county, blacksmith, deceased, having pre property, pay charges and take him away.
JAMES STEVENS.
in a very short time the muscles were so re Where the complaint has been of years
abstains from all that can intoxicate. His sented their second account of guardianship
Kennebunk, July 23, 1835.
laxed that the limb became perfectly re standing, and in some exceeding bad cases,
happiness, and his family, and his soul, are of their said wards for allowance :
stored.—1829.
ORDERED—That the said guardians give
the most unexpected and desirable relief has
as valuable as mine ; and I cannot love my
ROBERT GURNEY.
been found in the use of this Eye Water,
neighbor as myself, unless I am willing to notice to all persons interested, by causing a
HE subscribers, having contracted with
Portsmouth, N. H. 1831.
after every other remedy had failed. Ma
do lor him all I should wish him to do for copy of this order to be published three
the town of Kennebunk-port, to sup
Vegetable
Elixir,
or
Rheumatic
Drops.
me, were our circumstances changed. The weeks successively, in the Kennebunk Ga
port the Poor of said town the present year, HIS ELIXIR is useful in all cases of ny persons w ho have used it, pronounce in
zette, printed at Kennebunk, in said county,
drunkard is my neighbor ; and if my absti- ( that they may appear at a Probate Court to hereby give notice that they have made the
pain if taken inwardly or applied ex the best preparation for these complaintsj
they have ever met with, especially in ca
nence will save him, or contribute toward held at Alfred, in said county, on the first necessary provisions for their support. They
ternally.
In cases of common beq,d-ache, bathe the ses of soreness or inflammation of lonf
it, I shall not regret it one hundred years Monday in September next, at ten of the therefore forbid all persons harboring or trust
ing any of the paupers of said town, as they
clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any are determined to pay no bill for their sup head and snuff it up the nose ; it will gener standing. Price 25 cents a bottle.
hence.
ally relieve in a few minutes. Hold some in
8. Because 1 love my country and her they have, why the said account should not port.
JOHN HUTCHINS, 3d.,
the mouth for the tooth-ache, then wet cot
A CERTAIN' CURE FOR THE |
civil and religious institutions ; and I long be allowed.
FRANCIS BOSTON.
ton-wool and put it on the tooth ;it will gen
Attest,
W
m. Cutter Allen, Register.
I
to see her free from the curses and blights of
Kennebunk-port,
April
21,1835.
erally relieve in a short time.
A true copy—Attest,
intemperance. Unless she shall be thus free,
OW EVER inveterate, in one howi\
When the joints are swelled or pained with
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
lam sure, that in a few years more, it will
Rheumatism, rubbing them with this elixir
Aug. 8.
application, and no danger
HE subscriber having contracted with will relieve the pain and bring down the
be said of her, “ Illium fuit.”
taking cold, by using
the
town
of
Kennebunk,
to
support
the
Commissioners’ Notice.
swelling. When a joint is strained, by bathing
9. Because I am going to the judgment
DUMFRIES’ OINTMENT.
poor of said town for one year, hereby gives
E, the subscribers, having been appoint
it with this Elixir the pain will be removed,
bar of a holy God, and I have not as yet
This preparation, for pleasantness, safety,
notice that he has made suitable provision the swelling taken down, and the strength
ed
by
the
Hon.
William
A.
Hayes,
been able to prepare any reason why I
expedition, ease and certainty, stand&u^
Judge of Probate of Wills, &c., within for
andthem at the Alms-House, and hereby restored.
should use intoxicating liquors, which I can for the County of York, to receive and exam forbids ail persons harboring or trusting any
People troubled with weakness and pain in vailed for the cure of this troublesome com
of the Paupers of said town on my account, their backs, may be cured by bathing with plaint. It is so rapid as well as certain M
hope he will accept as a justification. If I ine the claims of creditors to the estate of
or on account of the town, as I shall pay no this Elixir two or three times a day.
use them I must have such a reason or be
its operation, as to cure this disagreeable|
BARTHOLOMEW HATCH,
condemned ; for I am told that he will bring late of Wells, in said county, yeoman, deceas bill for their support.
In cases of pain in the stomach or bowels, disorder most effectually, in one hour’s
JAMES WARREN.
by taking from half to a whole table spoonful
every work into judgment—the work of ed, represented insolvent, do hereby give no
plication only !
Kenne&wnfc, May 1, 1835.
ly.
or by bathing the parts affected, the pain will
drinking, and making, and selling intoxica tice, that six months are allowed to said cred
It does not contain the least particle 01
soon be removed.
ting liquors, as well as other works of a less itors to bring in and prove their claims, and
mercury, or other dangerous ingredient, am
Vegetable Bitters.
that
we
shall
attend
that
service,
at
the
dwel

doubtful character.
HE subscriber having contracted with
This preparation is calculated to correct may be applied with safely by pregnant fe
Reader, These are my reasons for not ling house of Moses Clark, Esq. in said Wells,
the town of Lyman, to support Mary the bile and create an appetite, by restoring males, or lo children at the breast.
on the second Saturday of August inst., and
Cousens, for the year ensuing, hereby gives
using intoxicating liquors. What are yours on the second Saturdays of the five following
Price 37 1-2 cents a box, with ample
the digestive powers ; and may be freely used
notice, that be has made suitable provision both as a restorative and to prevent disease.
for using them ? Search and see. Weigh months, from two to four o’clock, P. M.
rections.
for her, and forbids all persons harboring or
them in the balance, and trust not to them if
MOSES CLARK,
(ty^None are genuine unless signed on
(Gr’The above medicines are prepared
trusting her on his account, as he will pay no
JOSEPH EATON.
they are found wanting.
and for sale by CHARLES HOLMAN, Pen the outside printed wrapper by lhesofePwl
bill for her support.
Wells, August 3,1835.
hallow street, Portsmouth, N. H. where may prietor, T. Kidder, immediate successor,
JOSHUA DAVIS, Jun.
be'found a general assortment of vegetable to the late Dr. W. T. Conway. For sale,
Men in high places.—To thé men of in
Lyman, June 30,1835.
SIX MONTHS. IN A CONVENT.
medicines, and also by the following gen
fluence and of power, of moral, intellectual
at his Counting Room, over No. 99, C°liri
FURTHER supply of the above, just re
tlemen :—At Kennebunk, by Daniel Remich ;
TAKE
NOTICE.
and civil influence, I say that it is complete
street, near Concert Hall, Boston, and also J
ceived and for sale by D. REMICH.
at
Wells,
by
Joseph
Wilson
;
at
Great
Falls,
HE subscriber, having contracted with
ly within your power to put an entire cessa
June 27.
by his special appointment, bv
by
T
imothy
W
alcott
,
(
General
Agent,)
Ste

the overseers of the poor of the town
tion to all this use of intoxicating drinks.
phen
Wzingate and R. Bradford ; Dover, J.
JOHN LILLIE, Kennebunk.
of
Wells,
to
support
all
the
paupers
belong

ORN for sale by
Band vourselves together ; let there be a be
SAMUEL POPE, Kennebunkport. |
ing to said town, for the term of one year from H. Wheeler and Asa A* Tufts ; Portland,
WILLIAM
LORD.
ginning ; let there be the first step in that
date hereof, and having made provision for David Griffith.
C. LITTLEFIELD, Wells.
July
3.
lofty march, which is to lead to victory,
*#*A11 directions signed in the hand wri
that purpose, hereby forbids all persons har
ELLOW CORN for sale by ~
which is to disenthral our beautiful country ;
boring or supporting any of said paupers on ting of the proprietor.
UCIFER MATCHES for sale by
D. REMICH
CHARLES HOLMAN.
which is to free it from its heaviest curse,
his account.
JAMES HOBBS.
MILLER & HALL.
January 1,1835.
eowly.
Wells, Dec. 16,1834.
ly.
June 27.
July 16,1835.
arffl open upon it a wider and paore glorious
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